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Current Status
# TEPCO injecting nitrogen gas into Unit I reactor containment vessel to

prevent possible hydrogen explosion - expected to continue for 4 days
* TEPCO reports detecting plutonium in soil samples collected from

Fukushima site
* TEPCO continues to dump about 10,000 tons of low-level radioactive

water from Units 5 and 6 into the ocean - done by Saturday
* Radiation levels continue to fall at Fukushima Daiichi complex
* Reactors 1-4 and spent fuel pools generally stable and continue to

receive fresh water injections (see text SITREP for detailed info)
* TEPCO reports that crack in concrete shaft near Reactor 2 was sealed

using silica-based polymer and no longer leaking highly-radioactive
water into Pacific.

+ Water Storage and Disposal:
+ TEPCO continues to discharge lower-level radioactive waste water into the

ocean
* Planning continues to ship 5 Savannah River Site storage tanks and high

activity trailer
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DOE/NNSA
Emergency Response

* Command, Control, Coordination:
, Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
, Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy
, Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams
° Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC

# Modeling and Assessment
* National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC):

Conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling
, Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Providing

scientific assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights

* Field Monitoring
° Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT):

Conducting ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results
analysis

, Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for
mapping radiological ground material deposits. Currently 2
platforms: 1 Fixed, 1 Rotary

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
* Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs:

Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis
, Savannah River Site: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil

samples

+ Medical Consultation
° Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site

(REACfTS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure
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Deployed* (38)

Yokota AB
(1) SEO
(1) SEO Staff
(26) CMRT
(7) AMS

US Embassy Tokyo
(3) DART LNO

*The number deployed does not

currently reflect DOE/NNSA personnel
assis'ng in nuclear energy (NE)
aspects of the response.
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.
Bilateral Coordination:

* Coordinating final approval and logistics with MEXT and JPN police for
deployment of unattended Early Warning System

# Bilateral aerial monitoring operations continue from 6-12 April. Working with
MEXT to develop joint product for press release

# Received 89 soil samples at Yokota from MAFF for Strontium analysis in
US

Nuclear Incident Team:

* Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to
CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH

* Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel



Significa-nt Events: Past 24 Hrs,
Modeling and Assessment
o Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time correlated

deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual weather patterns

* Field Monitoring
s Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)

s AMS UH-1: Canceled due to weather
v AMS C-12: Cancele

, Ground Monitoring
" Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident Towers,

Yokota AB
" Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
s Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL
# Developing plan to receive and process Japanese soil samples

* Medical Consultation
o Nothing substantial to report



Data Inputs
OrgLan

Monitoring Consec

s 274 hours total flying time for Team

Aerial Measuring System (AMS)
fixed and rotary-wings Al

# Extemaý
s Over 110,000 total field

measurements taken by DOE,

DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and
deployed teams

# JapanSampling
240 total air samples taken at US
facilities throughout Japan
undergoing lab analysis in US

1 US soil sample shipped from
LLNL to LANL for further lab
analysis
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Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).C'iff,,•,2I I It- n,^ •l



*Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

*'Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

Ae

Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

'Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 8 April
continues to show:

* Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or
relocation outside of 25 miles

* Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19
March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military
installations in the Tokyo area through 8 April shows:

" Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

" All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr - a
level that poses no known health risk

* Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in
deposited radiation are anticipated
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Forecasted Weather
April 9, 2011

04/09/2011 08:00:00 JST 04/09/2011 14:00:00 JST 04/09/2011 20:00:00 JST
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

* Field Monitoring
* Aerial Monitoring

• AMS UH-1: Fly coastal area from the plant north to the 60 km line
, AMS C-12: Fly coastal mountains from the plant south to the 60 km

line
, Future flights will be coordinated with MEXT. All areas inside 80 km

from plant will be surveyed from 6-12 April. AMS will fly inside the
60 km line; MEXT will fly outside the 60 km line

e Ground Monitoring
, Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy

Resident Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB

, Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
, Preparing to transport approximately 89 Japanese samples to Savannah

River Site for Strontium analysis
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Planned Aerial/Field Monitoring Operations
April 9, 2011 Operational Period

Key
0

Legend
DOE Ground Monitoring

UH-1 Sortie Coverage

C-12 Sortie Coverage
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

8 April 2011
1800 (EDT) UPDATE

Note: Beginning with the 1800 March 31 SITREP, each entry is labeled with the time
and date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no
indicated time were prepared prior to the 1800 March 31 SITREP and were included as
the latest information available. Less frequent information updates are available from
Japanese agencies. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMTAJTC- 4 hours).

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

Reuters reported that Japa ~expects to stop plumping radioactie water Into the sea from a
Cippled u1ear plat oil Saturday a day after China expressed concern at thecion
refleCting gFO~iiig internation~al uheaseat the nirmQln !nui~clear. crisi. Details inN1edia
RNepodtssection (1800 4/8 SITREP)

T1FPCO reported tat itapplied to Mmlnltry of Econoy, Trade and Iduistry foirapp~r>valý
ofa modlificato ton safet reultions for Kashi k~ai Karwauclear Power Statioi*2~.

Modifications include the following:.
- Allocateand train stff to. maintain reactor facilities under Stationl Backout.
wInstall power sm rcars ofi ihtie F vehicls, lire fighind g hoiss and other chanqupenr
necessary for operutar evacuation withsheltnertin laef tinder Station Blackout.

Littire swotepevacuations essinorwnsc/ ireisuasi/de 04080ki-e.htsnl ( 1800 4/8
sitREP)

TEPCO anno)unced that "in prwincple, we4 have decided] o cease ,thej impleernitation of
rolling. black4outs:.-However EC re ~ ct torners tocont~inue conerin9ii ~electricity.
ht[ p://v*www~tepco.ipkenfp iress/coroy.co i/ release/ 1048 iO4O~lnhV1 (18'()4/8
SITREP)

NRC SITREP 0430 4/8 reported DOJ had encouraged evacuation for local residents
within the 20-30 km radius of the Fukushima site boundary. This is a slight change from
the previous -voluntary evacuation with shelter in place for the 20-30 km zone. GOJ has
required some evacuations in towns/villages outside of 30 km in areas NW of Fuk-ushima
site. (0600 4/8 SITREP)

KYODO and NKH World reported generally stable conditions at other nuclear facilities
with minor spills of radioactive water at the Onagawa nuclear plant in Miyagi. Cooling
of some units is powered by emergency diesel generators. Details in Other Nuclear
Facility section and in Media Reports below. (0600 4/8 SITREP)

1
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Reuters reported the Japanese economy to be in a "severe condition" but did not
comment on how the economy's difficulties might affect Japan's ability to handle the
reactor emergency. Reuters also reported that China had become the first nation to
express concern about pumping of radioactive water into the sea and had "demanded
accurate information from Tokyo". Details in Media Reports below. (0600 4/8 SITREP)

Other Nuclear Facilities

Accordng to NSApres re1eawse siýtued 23:50,_035~ and 1~:00~ EDT.-

.4 The spent lilreprce~sixg planit at Rokk sho-mnura, Aomon Prefetueis in~tet
operation and the uranium enrichet plant ithe 111gashi-d~oril (Aponir
Prefecture) Oniagawa hyai, Prefecture), Fukushimia Dai-kchi and FuI'ikshimai
Dai-ninuclear power plantandteoaDani, p l b

' rfc~e ar nu inOeatos

The spenffi~e!rep g pthe uranium enrichment plant at Rokkasho-

herse,,as ii ra•6•epr s gnAt ant~e, ant __ 06

mura are operating o mernergenty diesel generator.

No he Igashi-dori nuce owrp anf is operatingaoni eon y diese6l 47enTratRr
Thea e ao e o olg Efferodrs in tcoMre.

The Onagawa nuclear powýer plant hs tw ot fth~e three outside power linies
cut Thereis no si(00 cantchange inthe readings of/ thenRouori ).The
cooling of thepenit fuielrods contmnues.

~ There is no significant change in the readini[gsp fttie monitoring pos~ts of the
Fuuhm a-clncerpwrpat Water injectio int re~actor coiitinueIS.

SThere is no trouble see with the Tokal Dal-i nuclear power plant. (0600O4/S
ýtT REP)

Update on Reactor Containment Vessels:

No new inform-ation (0600 4/7 SITREP)

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

No new information (0600 4/8 SITREP)

Radiation Detection Updates:

TEC eotda i 81 pi 7 tat it believedth~ere as no impact~ of the water
discharge on the radioactivity deaiis nthe seawlater angw
(01600 4/8SITRELP)
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Per JAaF 09o0 Apr ý, ridjation~I~ lee -067mn ,h i the ýohth side of the office buildinig
(no change), 424tSvh ýat the West (,'Ltc (3jtSv/h Ilat,,t S I REP), 96pS v/h (108001'4last
S[TIREP at the Mlain gatc. (09600 4'8sOTPEP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (1800 4/7 SITREP):

AMS did not fly in past 24 hours. (0600 4/8 SITREP)

Recent events of past 24 hours:
* Modeling and Assessment

Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time correlated
deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual weather patterns

* Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)
• AMS UH-1: AMS did not fly
* AMS C-12: AMS did not fly

* Ground Monitoring
* Conducted beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radionuclide evaluations are

to include in-situ measurement assessment of gamma isotopes
* Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident

Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB
* Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array

• Sampling and Lab Analysis
" Conducting gamma spectroscopy of US sample shipped to LANL
* Developing plan to receive and process Japanese samples

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
* Modeling and Assessment

* Initiated development of lyr dose reconstruction (TEDE) model
• Aerial Monitoring

* AMS UH-1: Continue survey from J-Village eastern shore to the mountains
on the west side of the coastal valley north of J-Village

• AMS C-12: Conduct surveys on the east side of the Fukushima valley west to
the 60 km line at Koriyama

* Future flights will be coordinated with MEXT. All areas inside 80 km from
plant will be surveyed from 6-12 April. AMS will fly inside the 60 km line;
MEXT will fly outside the 60 km line

* Ground Monitoring
* Complete beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radionuclide evaluations are to

include in-situ measurement assessment of gamma isotopes
* Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident

Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB
* Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
* Preparing to receive and transport approximately 90 Japanese samples to

Savannah River Site for analysis
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Updates by Reactor Unit (updated each SITREP)

Yelh|o highlighted te(t indicates updats, toethis . Older items will be deleted as
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading.

General
" Per NHK, Thursday's quake damages Onagawa nuclear plant: TEPCO says

Thursday night's strong earthquake caused water to overflow from spent fuel
storage pools at one of its nuclear power plants. The power company reported on
Friday that water had spilled onto the floor at all 3 reactors at the Onagawa
nuclear power plant in Miyagi Prefecture. The amount of water spilled was 3.8
liters at the most. The utility firm also found water leaks at 5 locations in the
plant, including inside buildings housing the reactors. The company added that
blowout panels--devices designed to control pressure inside the buildings--were
damaged at the turbine building of the Number 3 reactor. The plant is
maintaining its cooling capabilities with the remaining power line. (April 08,
0900 JST)

o Per NHK, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) says the quake on
April 7 at 1432 UTC disabled 2 out of the 3 outside power lines used at the
Onagawa nuclear power plant in Miyagi Prefecture. NISA says the plant has
been using outside power lines to cool its nuclear fuel rods since the March 11 th
quake, and after Thursday's quake the plant is using only one remaining power
line. (April 08, 0900 JST)

o Per NHK, At the Higashidori nuclear power plant in Aomori Prefecture, the
quake shut down all outside power lines, prompting the plant to switch on
emergency diesel power generators. The plant had shut down its reactors and
was undergoing an inspection at the time of the quake. No serious effects were
reported with the cooling systems of storage pools for spent fuel rods. (April 08
0900 JST)

o Other Nuclear Facilities status; A nuclear fuel reprocessing plant in Rokkasho,
Aomori Prefecture, also lost all outside power and is operating on emergency
diesel generators. No irregularities have also been reported at the Tokai Daini
nuclear power plant in Ibaraki Prefecture. All these nuclear power plants had
suspended power generating operations at their reactors after the March 11 th
earthquake and tsunami.

o Per TEPCO, commenced injecting nitrogen gas into the vessel to prevent a
possible hydrogen explosion at 2230 JST 6 April. The company says that after
injecting 413 cubic meters of nitrogen gas until 1700 JST on 7 April, the
pressure reading inside the vessel was 1.76, up 0.2 from before the injection
started. The company says it will continue the work for 6 more days and study a
similar operation in the Number 2 and 3 reactors.

o Per TEPCO, the mission to insert nitrogen into the plant's No. 1 reactor to reduce
the risk of a hydrogen explosion began in the early hours of Thursday and has
gone smoothly. Pressure in the reactor's containment vessel has risen as
expected, indicating the success of the operation. The operator known as TEPCO

,,OFFICILUS
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also plans to inject nitrogen into the Nos. 2 and 3 reactors for the same purpose,
but the schedule has not been fixed. In its operation to prevent a hydrogen
explosion at the No. 1 reactor, TEPCO plans to inject nearly 6,000 cubic meters
of nitrogen, an inert gas, into the reactor over six days. (Apr 8 1800 JST)

o Per NHK, TEPCO has so far dumped about 8,000 tons of low-level radioactive
wastewater into the sea from a storage facility to make room for more highly
contaminated water. The operation to release 1,500 tons of groundwater
contaminated with low-level radiation will be completed on Saturday, according
to the government's nuclear safety agency (Apr 8 1800 JST)

Radiation Levels
o Per JAIF 0900 Apr 8, radiation level: 0.67mSv/h at the south side of the office

building, 42[tSv/h at the West gate, 96[tSv/h at the Main gate.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 reactor

Co nNitousing temporally nit--e os eto Ilr),l ogen l to spandt h
p~esure at Intial b~pressue,+-00kPa ~about 6,000 m3.

- 0ý3Qp on April 6th, theoperaion started (System configuration,
leak check- etc).

~§At 1 .3 1amnio Apri 7tt'to was iittd(Ititrouen-yenerator)
At 2:58 ahn 2nd ni gteel-eeratot- a added.a

Thepressure of beforeti o nitrong (at 120 amon
April 7th) was 1~56.3 kPaabs- - At 1:00 pmrn nApril 8th, the pressure
was increasedc to 1~85 kPaabs. __

Per TEPCO E-mail: "TEPCQ FarthqUake Infornmation Update onl April 8:
Plant Status of Fukushinia'aiichi NS", dated 4/8/2011 11:2 1 AIM.
(1800, 4/ SIRE)

o Injecting fresh wa lter to reactor pressure vessel.
Reator pressure veratre: Ap8100p

" -- ae fee atezzle-246.8C" <Bottoi-n of reco rsuevse- 149AC
E-niiai:' "TPCOEarthqua ke Inform~ation Update on April 8:
Plant S~ta of Fuku sbiin D ilichi NPS". (1800, 4/8 SITREP)~.

". Per JAIF at 0000 JST 8 April, reactor parameters are: RPV pressure (A) 0.390
MPaG Gauge (G), (B) 0.788MPaG; water level (A) -1.65 (B) -1.65 meters below
the top of the fuel rods; containment vessel pressure 0.I18OMPa absolute (abs);
RPV feedwater nozzle 260.7'C.

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 1 had 70% core damage.
" The reactor vessel and primary containment are intact.
o Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
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S It ausotFuusim Dnci , S, atd /81211t 14 ~AM%1.(1800, 4/8

" Per JAIF 0300 JST 8 April, RPV pressure (A) -0.011 MPaG, (B) -0.016MPaG;
water level -1.5 meters below the top of the fuel rods; containment vessel
pressure 0. 1 OOMPaabs; RPV temperature 143 E at feed water line nozzle; SFP
temperature is 63°C.

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 2 had 33% core damage.
o Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o Injecting freshwater to react 0r prssoure vessel.

Reactoerressure vessel Temperature: April- at fewarpm
<Bottomiofreactrpressure vessel> (In 1.pC

PerTEPCO E-m0 a iST 8April ,C freshqwake inje tion pto dat 3 April Pl
Status of FMukush2ma Daiite NPS", dated Upda t 11:2oe dAmagIe.4/8
Sfl'REP).

o Per JAIF 0130 JST 8 April, RPV pressure (A) -0.5e2MPaG, (B) -0.08te MPaG;
containment vessel pressure 0.1061 MPa absolute (abs); water level 2.0 (A) 2.25
(B) meters below the top of the fuel rods; RPV temperature 88.20 at feed water
line nozzle (under repair).

o Per JAIF 0130 JST 8 April, fresh water injection to the unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool
via the Cooling and Purification Line continues. SFP thermography 32 'C.

" On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 3 had 33% core damage.
o Per JAIF 0130 JST 8 April, Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements, temperature 60

oc

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for

maintenance on the reactor.
o Per JAIF 0730 JST 6 April, SFP thermography was 57 wC
" Per TEPCO water spray by the concrete pump truck to Unit 4 was conducted

from 1735 to 1822 on April 5th
o Per N ISA, freshwater spray to the Spent Fuel Pool using Concrete Pump Truck

(50t/h) took place at 08:25 UTC on April 1.
o Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 irradiated fuel assemblies, plus 204 fresh fuel

assemblies. The fresh ones are stacked close together and represent a risk of a
low-power criticality, although we have no evidence of a criticality at this time.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA as of NISA March 30: Reactor pressure 0. 108 MPa abs, reactor water

level 2.161 mn above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.9'C
" Per JAIF, as of 0600 JST 8 April, the SFP water temp was 34.8'C
o Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.

*Fukushima Daijehi Unit 6 reactor
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o Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA as of 06:00 March 31: Reactor pressure 0.104 MPa, Reactor water

temp 32.6'C, reactor water level 1.703 m above the top of the fuel rods.
o Per JAIF, as of 0600 JST 8 April, SFP water temp was 28°C
o Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.

" Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
o JAIF reports that, as of 0300 EDT April 1, "Steam-like substance" rose

intermittently from the reactor building at Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 - spent fuel pools
suspected source. Injecting and/or spraying water to the spent fuel pool has been
conducted.

o Japanese authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered
by water. The IAEA reported on April 4, 2011, that the Common Spent Fuel
Pool temperature was 32 'C at 23:10 UTC on 2 April.

o As of 1900 on March 30, approximately 130 tons of water in total has been
injected to the spent fuel storage pool. (FEPC)

" Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o At 10:00AM on March 18, it was confirmed that there was no damage by visual

checking of external appearance.

Sources include:
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:
http://www~iaif.o r, ip/cnglish!

http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/index-e.html
http://nei.eacheflv.net/newsandevents/information-on-the6-iaanese-earthqtuake-and-
readtOis-in-t hat-reoion/

http://ivww.iaea.org/
http:/ý/wl"w.mex't.,)o.i p/engl~ilh
https:/!iiporta lwc~doe~gov/
http://wwwmnisa.nieti:go.ip/enIL~lishl/

httg://www-ficpc.or.Jp/enfilish/:
http://englis1).kvodonews.ip/
hlttp//viWw3.ntthk.or.ip/nthkworld/

Other Information

UPDATE ON USG COORDINATION
According to Jay Tilden, An Industry Consortium Teleconference Meeting took place at
2000hr on 6 April 2011. Per the conference call,

DOE/NNSA has loaned to GOJ two High Purity Germanium Detectors (HPGD).
There are 4 additional HPGD's from US Naval Research Lab (NRL) being
shipped via FedEx and expected to arrive at Yokota AB on 4/11.
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* DOE has a few assorted ground monitoring capabilities currently in JPN. DOE is
currently operating air sampler(s) on the roof of US Embassy Tokyo, at our CM
Ops Base at Yokota AB, and DOE has occasionally deployed Field Monitoring
Team to various areas around the AOR based upon DoD and GOJ requests. DOE
is implementing an "Unattended Early Warning System" around the radius (30 to
10 miles out and 1800 around on landside) of Fukushima-1. This system will
consist of 8 nodes at a Japanese Police "Kfban" (a small neighborhood police
sub-station). As of 0300EDT APR7, DOE has received formal approval from JPN
MEXT and is currently meeting with Japanese Police to approve of locating the
nodes at their Krbans. We are hopefully this is the last approval needed and can
move to deploying the nodes the following day or two.

" Transfer and shipment of 5 large stainless steel tanks and a high-activity analysis
trailer, is ongoing. The Embassy team clarified that while this was a high priority
item, the GOJ wants to understand the relative costs and timelines for both air
freight and sea freight (East and West Coast options). Their initial response
appears to be "by sea."

* We are still awaiting a decision-from GOJ and subsequent NE approval Regarding
the INL Robotics/Camera/GammaCam (0600 4/8 SITREP)

Media Reports lko April 8 lY42pm EDT, Reuters. "The emptying out of the relatively1owri radiation

wtiisexpected to finish tomnorow (Satuirday)•." a Tokyo Electric Power Co (TEPCQ)
official1sid late on Friday.Cinha~ said it will closly-mnito Japans acinst rginsactmn~s~tegami

contr~ol of the plant ain demnandedT iokyo provide swift and accurate inform ation on. the
crisis. China said it had detected 10 cases~ ofships, ai 'rcraft or cargo arrivin f~romjpan i
wi higher th nonmal levels Ofradaton since nad-March It said traces of
rahdioativity had been found in spinach in three Chinese provinces, and~state news
agency Xinhta reported trace levels of radioact~ivt ~detected in 2jZ provinces. Southi
jKorca~ has also criticizcd Japan fOr fallinig to nQtify~its rneigh~bors, thajt itoul pumirp
radioactive ,vater into the sca.
Complet~e story at hittD://wwwý,.reu ttis.&omiriiiiticle/201 1/04108/us-jaeal-
idU)TRlEI2ASS20II4O8 (18,00 4/8 SITI(EP

Tokyo, April 08, +0900 (JSJ) NHL( World reported that the operator ofthe FlikLShiina
nulchi Mcrpower plant s~ays seawater radiation levels continue to rise inarea

not ftepat.TkoEeti Power Com'pan~y syit detected on Thursday I 10
beccu~iersOf radioactive iodin-3 per cub~ic cetiimtir in seawatersampe olce
30J meters from ou~tletS in the north'ern partof thecomplex. The fiure s 2,00 tinhics
higher than the~ maxmium alloed unider- goeimn stnars Ikffuen sa te
same1 spot %vere 600 tinies the~ stan~dard on r~Tuda and 1,000 t~imes onl Wednesday.
Complete story a tt:ww3nkoiudlvelsh0 39.htuiil This contradit
TEJPCQ report on Apr~il 7 (See Rdiation Detection Updiates setion aboive)
(1800 4,8 SITREP)
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Tokyo, April 08 +0900 (JST), JAIF, Japan's nuLClearF agency s;ays all external power
lines at Higashimori nuclear power plant in Umori Prefecture were knocked out III
Thursddiy's quake. The plant switched 'to emergency diesel powker generato-i for some
hours, b..t power was later restored. The quak st down 3 of.th.4 extrn.al power lines
at Onagawa,ý nuiclear power plant In M-iyagi Prefecture. It is still operating on the one
remaining power line. The Onagawa plant dlso suffered wate~r leaks ait 8 locations. A
device to control pressure inside a turbine building was also damaged. In addition, the
quake disabled all extemna poe ie at a nuclelar fuiel reprocessinig plant in Aomori
Prefecture. The cooling systems here are still running onimegec diesel power.
Compiete story at

htt://ww~ai '.r. p/eglihlnvsiruagcs/nvdf/E:% N S'O 1 13102261-533 P.ndf
(1800 4,S SITRLEP)

Tokyo, April 8 JST, KYODO. Radioactive water spilled at Onagawa nuclear plant in
Miyagi Per NISA, radioactive water spilled from pools holding spent nuclear fuel rods at
the Onagawa power plant in Miyagi Prefecture following the strong earthquake late
Thursday, NISA said Friday. The spent fuel pools at the Onagawa plant and the
Higashidori nuclear power station in Aomori Prefecture, both operated by Tohoku
Electric Power Co., lost their cooling functions for 20 to 80 minutes after the quake but
the temperature hardly rose. A small amount of contaminated water spilled on the floor
at all three reactors at the Onagawa plant (operations since earthquake and tsunami). As
much as 3.8 liters of water leaked at one plant, with the highest activity level of 5,410
Bq/kg found in the spilled water on the floor beside a spent fuel pool in the building
housing the No. 1 reactor.
Complete story at http://en2lish.kyodonews.ip/news/2011/04/84063.html (0600 4/8
SITREP)

Tokyo, April 8 JST, KYODO. Nitrogen, coolant water injection unaffected by Miyagi
quake. An operation to inject nitrogen and coolant water into reactors at the crisis-hit
Fukushima nuclear power plant was unaffected by a strong quake that hit northeastern
Japan on Thursday night, the plant operator and the government's nuclear agency said.
TEPCO notified municipalities near the plant of the possibility of an increase in leaks of
radioactive materials. To prevent further contamination of the sea from radiation leaks,
TEPCO will install iron sheets as well as "silt fence" barriers close to the No. 2 reactor
water intake and other areas near the plant. The utility will also place 100 tons of
sandbags at a breakwater, according to the agency. Seawater samples taken near the No.
2 reactor water intake on Saturday showed a 1- 131 concentration of about 300,000 Bq/
cm3 (7.5 million times max max per law). Meanwhile, Chief Cabinet Secretary Yukio
Edano said Thursday the government is considering allowing people who left areas
within a 20-kilometer radius of the Fukushima plant to briefly return home and hinted at
the possibility of issuing an evacuation order to people in the 20-30 km zone, who are
currently advised to remain indoors.

Complete story at http://enplish.kyodonews.ip/news/2011/04/83903.html (0600 4/8
SITREP)
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NHK World April 8 JST. Thursday's quake damages Onagawa nuclear plant.
Tohoku Electric Power Company says Thursday night's strong earthquake caused water
to overflow from spent fuel storage pools at one of its nuclear power plants. The power
company reported on Friday water spilled onto the floor at all 3 reactors at the Onagawa
nuclear power plant in Miyagi Prefecture. The amount of water spilled was 3.8 liters at
the most. The utility firm also found water leaks at 5 locations in the plant, including
inside buildings housing the reactors and blowout panels--devices designed to control
pressure inside the buildings--were damaged at the turbine building of the Number 3
reactor. Tohoku Electric Power Company reported no change in radiation levels around
the plant.

Complete story at http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/08 20.html (0600 4/8 SITREP)

NHK World April 8 JST. Work to get Fukushima plant under control goes on. Work
to restore reactor cooling systems at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant will
continue on Friday following a strong earthquake overnight. TEPCO says no new
irregularities have been detected in radiation readings or the facilities and that it will
continue discharging lower-level radioactive water into the sea from a storage facility on
Friday.

Complete story at http://www3.nhk.or.Ip/daily/enplish/08 18.html (0600 4/8 SITREP)

NHK World April 8 JST. Aftershock puts nuclear plants on emergency power.
Japan's nuclear agency says the quake that struck northeastern Japan on Thursday,
disabled all but one outside power supply line at the Onagawa nuclear power plant in
Miyagi Prefecture. NISA says that 2 of the 3 power lines became unavailable and the
plant is using the only remaining line to cool its nuclear reactors and that cooling systems
of 3 spent fuel pools were disabled at one point, but had all been restored. NISA reported
s no abnormal radiation readings at the plant.

Complete story at http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/08 09.html (0600 4/8 SITREP)

Tokyo, April 8 JST, Reuters Japan's economy is in a "severe condition", China
expressed concern over pumping of radioactive water into sea. Japan's economy is
in a "severe condition" with no quick recovery in sight following a triple disaster
triggered by the March 11 earthquake that has sent service-sector sentiment plummeting
the most on record, the government said on Friday. In addition to economic impact .of the
disaster, DOJ is seeing increasing alarm from its neighbors with China expressing
concern at the pumping of radioactive water into the sea from a crippled nuclear plant.
China's Foreign Ministry said it would "closely" monitor Japan's actions and demanded
accurate information from Tokyo. China is the first nation to publicly express its concern
over the crisis Other countries have banned or restricted food imports from J over
radiation fears.

Complete story at iid 6p://www;,,,.reuters~comn/article/201 I/04/08/us-wa an-.
idU STR E72AOSS20H110408 (0600 4/8 SITREP)
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CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule

April 8:

Sharon Steele
Steve Reeves

April 9:
Parrish Staples
Rob Price

Cathy McCulloch
Michael Worley

1600-2000

0400-0800

1800-2000

O---FFICIAL-usE ON•LY--
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Japan Eat hquakie Response
April 8,2011/1/800 EDT
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This information is for limited
distribution to those with a

and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOE/NNSA Nuclear Incident
Team: (b)(6)



Current Status
+ TEPCO injecting nitrogen gas into Unit 1 reactor containment vessel to prevent

possible hydrogen explosion - expected to continue for 4 days
* TEPCO reports detecting plutonium in soil samples collected from Fukushima

site
+ TEPCO continues to dump about 10,000 tons of low-level radioactive water from

Units 5 and 6 into the ocean - done by Saturday
+ Radiation levels continue to fall at Fukushima Daiichi complex
+ Reactors 1-4 and spent fuel pools generally stable and continue to receive fresh

water injections (see text SITREP for detailed info)
+ TEPCO reports that crack in concrete shaft near Reactor 2 was sealed using

silica-based polymer and no longer leaking highly-radioactive water into Pacific.
+ Water Storage and Disposal:

, TEPCO continues to discharge lower-level radioactive waste water into the ocean
, NHK World repored that the operator of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant says

sk, water radiation levels conti'ue to rise in areas north f-the plant, TEPCO sas it detected
on Thursday 110 becquerels of radioactive iodine-.131 per cubic centimeter in seawater
's~mples collected 30 meters fromoutlets in the norhern paNr of the complex. The figure is
2,800 times higher than themaximum allowed under goIvernment standards. Measurements
at the same spot were 600 times the standard on Tuesday and 1,O000times on Wednesday:
Planning continues to ship 5 Savannah River Site storage tanks and high activity
trailer



DOE/1NNSA
Emergency Response

+ Command, Control, Coordination:
, Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
* Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy

Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams
* Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC Yokota AB

+ Modeling and Assessment (1) AB
, National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARA C): (1) SEQ

Conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling (1) SEQ Staff
* Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Providing (26) CMRT

scientific assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights (7) AMS

# Field Monitoring US Embassy Tokyo
* Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): (3) DART LNO

Conducting ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results
analysis *The number deployed does not

* Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for currently reflect DOE/NNSA personnel
mapping radiological ground material deposits. Currently 2 assisting in nuclear energy (NE)
platforms: 1 Fixed, 1 Rotary aspects of the response.

# Sampling and Lab Analysis
a Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs:

Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis
4 Savannah River Site: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil

samples

# Medical Consultation
* Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site

(REACITS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure
• -- .I I.C A. . I .
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

Bilateral Coordination:

+ Coordinating final approval and logistics with MEXT and Japanese Self
Defense Forces for deployment of unattended Early Warning System

+ Bilateral aerial monitoring operations continue from 6-12 April. Working with
MEXT to develop joint product for press release

+ Received 89 soil samples at Yokota from MAFF for Strontium analysis in
US

Nuclear Incident Team:

# Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to
CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH

* Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

* Modeling and Assessment
, Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time correlated

deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual weather patterns
* Field Monitoring

e Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)
, AMS UH-1: Canceled by.PACOM - mechanical, issues
, AMS C-12: Canceiedby PACOM- contamination issues

@ Ground Monitoring
, Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident Towers,

Yokota AB
' Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array

Sampling and Lab Analysis
e Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL
@ Developing plan to receive and process Japanese soil samples

* Medical Consultation
, Nothing substantial to report



Data Inputs

Monitoring *

*274 hours total flying time for
Aerial Measuring System (AMS)
fixed and rotary-wings *

, Over 120,000 total field
measurements taken by DOE,
DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and
deployed teams

Sampling
# 240 total air samples taken at US

facilities throughout Japan
undergoing lab analysis in US

@ 1 US soil sample shipped from
LLNL to LANL for further lab
analysis
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Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).



Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

*Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

#Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 8 April continues to
show:

* Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
outside of 25 miles

* Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19 March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the

Tokyo area through 8 April shows:

* Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

* All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr - a level that
poses no known health risk

" Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in deposited
radiation are anticipated

, NARAC received local meteorological data from 14 March from
GOJ; ECD 14 April to run the NARAC models to:; provide more.
accurate deposition

13



Forecasted Weather
April 9, 2011

ST 04/09/2011 15:00:00 JST 04/09/2011 21:00:00 JST04/09/2011 08:00:00 J
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

* Field Monitoring
@ Aerial Monitoring

, AMS UH-1: (PACOM approval required) Fly coastal area from the plant
north to the 60 km line

, AMS C-12: Fly coastal mountains from the plant south to the 60 km
line

, Future flights will be coordinated with MEXT. All areas inside 80 km
from plant will be surveyed from 6-12 April. AMS will fly inside the
60 km line; MEXT will fly outside the 60 km line

# Ground Monitoring
, Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy

Resident Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB

, Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
, Preparing to transport approximately 89 Japanese samples to Savannah

River Site for Strontium analysis
ffirl II nhlt 15
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

9 April 2011
1800 (EDT) UPDATE

*Yello6whighli• hted text indicates updawes tsthis v"ibi•lo Older items will be deleted as
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading.

Note: Beginning with the 1800 March 31 SITREP, each entry is labeled with the time
and date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no
indicated time were prepared prior to the 1800 March 31 SITREP and were included as
the latest information available. Less frequent information updates are available from
Japanese agencies. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours).

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

TFPCO Electric power Company plans to start removing highly rdioactivewater fno
th uber 2 reactora athei himsura Dajichl Pnuclear power plant.""Aliareain)IFnt Of

contarrnated water wasfounid in thcreactor's tufrbine buildinos and tunnels.. The water
ise iting high levels o f iachion, which is obstructing restorton work.

TPCO starte Saturday to Intal ncIosiiig materials in the seato prventa furthe
sp read of highly rdioactive %vater that seeped fromi .crisis-hit nxuclear power plant, while
continuing other efforts to stabilize Japan's worst nuclearcrisis.

PO tried t• encl•o a• seawaterintake fort 2 rthe lNoaeace trat geactoapmount
with. seven seel sheets and a "siltc C~tliwhilce Aplrningsimila craini other

n ysuchas nearthe intakes for the Nos.. 1, 3and 4 reactors.
TEPCO alo continued to Pump nitrogen, an inert gas, into theNo.Ireact&or o reent
hydrogen from causinganoher explosion, wie enihancing thepurity of the gas to redicel
the amnount of oxygecn mix.ed in it.'(Sce Mledila Reports, below) (1800 4/91/ SIETEP)

Reuters reported that Japan expects to stop pumping radioactive water into the sea ftrom a
crippled nuclear plant on Saturday, a day after China expressed concern at the action,
reflecting growing international unease at the month-long nuclear crisis. Details in Media
Reports section (1800 4/8 SITREP)

TEPCO reported that it applied to Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry for approval
of a modification to safety regulations for Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station*2.
Modifications include the following:
- Allocate and train staff to maintain reactor facilities under Station Blackout.
- Install power source cars, fire-fighting vehicles, fire fighting hoses and other equipment
necessary for operation to maintain reactor facilities under Station Blackout.

O.F.FICIAL USE..L•i,&.Y
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http://www.tepco.co.j p/en/press/corp-corin/rlease/ 1040806-e.htniI (1800 4/8
SITREP)

TEPCO announced that "in principle, we have decided to cease the implementation of
rolling blackouts." However TEPCO urged customers to continue conserving electricity.
http://w-,i*.tepco.co.ip/en/press/corp-comirelease/ .10408065 e.h tmn (1800 4/8
SITREP)

Other Nuclear Facilities

According to NISA press releases issued 23:50, 0:35 and 1:00 EDT, JAIF 1000 JST 4/9:

" The spent fuel reprocessing plant at Rokkasho-mura, Aomori Prefecture is in test
operation and the uranium enrichment plant ithe Higashi-dori (Aomori
Prefecture), Onagawa (Miyagi Prefecture), Fukushima Dai-ichi and Fukushima
Dai-ni nuclear power plants and the Tokai Dai-ni nuclear power plant (Ibaraki
Prefecture) are not in operations.

* The spent fuel reprocessing plant and the uranium enrichment plant at Rokkasho-
mura are operating on emergency diesel generator.

* The Higashi-dori nuclear power plant is operating on emergency diesel generator
There are no fuel rods in the core.

" The Onagawa nuclear power plant had three out of the four outside power lines
cut during the April 7th earthquake, two of the four are now available. There is no
significant change in the readings of the monitoring posts. The cooling of the
spent fuel ponds is restored.

* There is no significant change in the readings of the monitoring posts of the
Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant. Water injection into reactor continues.

* No abnormalities have been found with the Tokai Dai-ni nuclear power plant after
the April 7 h earthquake. (0600 4/9 SITREP)

Update on Reactor Containment Vessels:

* Per IAEAsof0000JS10 April, ogegas is con gtb jectein
the cotanent vessebind pres~~u1e in teC snig ISO 11 IRT

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

No new information (0600 4/9 SITREP)

Radiation Detection Updates:
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'PLr JW A F500&Apr 9, radiation I vel: 0.62niSv/hi ait tf ýouth ~I)sIde ofth'&office building
hslightK5igec, 38[Sv/at th West gate> 42Rs4$vt fast S1TEP)286[tSv./h 96pSv last

SJTREP) at the Main gate. ~( I 8MO4/9 SITREP),

TEPCO reported as of 18:11 April 7 that it believed there was no impact of the water
discharge on the radioactivity density in the seawater and that monitoring will continue.
(0600 4/8 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (1800 4/7 SITREP):

ASddnot fly In p~st 24 ihours. (1800 4/9, S>TREM)

Recent events of past 24 hours:
Over 126,00 total field pat .. remu.t. taken b DOE, DoD. and ... fxed

~ttions and deployed tea
* Modeling and Assessment

o Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time
correlated deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual
weather patterns

" Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)
o AMS UH-1: AMS did not fly, Canceled due to Weather
o AMS C-12: AMS did not fly, Canceled due to Weather
o Planning joint flights with GoJ tomorrow

" Ground Monitoring
o Conducted beta/gamma exposure rate surveys. Radionuclide evaluations

are to include in-situ measurement assessment of gamma isotopes
o Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy

Resident Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB
o Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array

" Sampling and Lab Analysis
o Conducting gamma' spectroscopy of US sample shipped to LANL

" Developing plan to receive and process Japanese samples

Aerial and Ground Monitoring Assessment
" An assessment of measurements gathered through 8 April continues to show:

o Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or
relocation outside of 25 miles

o Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19
March

" An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the
Tokyo area through 8 April shows:

o Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
o All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 gR/hr - a level

that poses no known health risk

GlTIC... USE GNLV7
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o Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in
deposited radiation are anticipated

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
"FieldMoniitoring

*, Aerial Mloiiton'n
AM$ V-1/AMSC-12 Conc b 60 kn
an i outhwdst of*:o i this missionI joint
survey wit h ivoJan

* Groundr snitofinig
" ~Contin~uc monitoring actiiticsLtteU EmbassyJapaEmb~assy'

RGaident Tower in o YokotaAB
sr p Continsuing work to Impplement The Earl comping reray
"d Ground verification will be conducted al i thea oint surveys ara

between the 60 kiiny a d 80 kP c line soutnt of wate as3
literising and tiLab Analisis

reptnuig itotransor tapp oxuinately S e9tors The sampnyles tSavdeth
River Spite for Stroaiguin analysis

*General
" Per NHK, Thursday's quake damages Onagawa nuclear plant: TEPCO says

Thursday night's strong earthquake caused water to overflow from spent fuel
storage pools at one of its nuclear power plants. The power company reported on
Friday that water had spilled onto the floor at all 3 reactors at the Onagawa
nuclear power plant in Miyagi Prefecture. The amount of water spilled was 3.8
liters at the most. The utility firm also found water leaks at 5 locations in the
plant, including inside buildings housing the reactors. The company added that
blowout panels--devices designed to control pressure inside the buildings--were
damaged at the turbine building of the Number 3 reactor. The plant is
maintaining its cooling capabilities with the remaining power line. (April 08,
0900 ( ST)

o Per NHK, the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) says the quake on
April 7 at 1432 UTC disabled 2 out of the 3 outside power lines used at the
Onagawa nuclear power plant in Miyagi Prefecture. NISA says the plant has
been using outside power lines to cool its nuclear fuel rods since the March 11th
quake, and after Thursday's quake the plant is using only one remaining power
line. (April 08, 0900 JST)

o Per NHK, At the Higashidori nuclear power plant in Aomori Prefecture, the
quake shut down all outside power lines, prompting the plant to switch on
emergency diesel power generators. The plant had shut down its reactors and
was undergoing an inspection at the time of the quake. No serious effects 'were
reported with the cooling systems of storage pools for spent fuel rods. (April 08
0900 JST)

o Other Nuclear Facilities status; A nuclear fuel reprocessing plant in Rokkasho,
Aomori Prefecture, also lost all outside power and is operating on emergency
diesel generators. No irregularities have also been reported at the Tokai Daini

4
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nuclear power plant in Ibaraki Prefecture. All these nuclear power plants had
suspended power generating operations at their reactors after the March 11 th
earthquake and tsunami.

o Per TEPCO, commenced injecting nitrogen gas into the vessel to prevent a
possible hydrogen explosion at 2230 JST 6 April. The company says that after
injecting 413 cubic meters of nitrogen gas until 1700 JST on 7 April, the
pressure reading inside the vessel was 1.76, up 0.2 from before the injection
started. The company says it will continue the work for 6 more days and study a
similar operation in the Number 2 and 3 reactors.

o Per NHK, TEPCO has so far dumped about 8,000 tons of low-level radioactive
wastewater into the sea from a storage facility to make room for more highly
contaminated water. The operation to release 1,500 tons of groundwater
contaminated with low-level radiation will be completed on Saturday, according
to the government's nuclear safety agency (Apr 8 1800 JST)

.Updates by Rcazor Unit (unpited each SI~TRP)i

Fukushima Dalichi Unit I reactor

o Nitrogen gas injection using temporally nitrogen generator is planned to the
pressure at Initial pressure + 100 kPa, about 6,000 m3.

* - At 10:30 pm on April 6th, the operation started (System configuration,
leak check etc).

* -At 1:31 am on April 7th, injection was initiated (1st nitrogen-generator).
At 2:58 am, 2nd nitrogen-generator was added.

* - The pressure of DAV before the injection of nitrogen gas (at 1:20 am on
April 7th) was 156.3 kPaabs. --* At 1:00 pm on April 8th, the pressure
was increased to 185 kPaabs.
Per TEPCO E-mail: "TEPCO Earthquake Information Update on April 8:
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi NPS", dated 4/8/2011 11:21 AM.
(1800, 4/8 SITREP).

~Per 1AEA as of'00 JS~J f10April, nitrogen gas is con tiniuing tob
injercted into the containmnent ve~ssel and pressure in the CV, is rising. (1800,~
4/9 SH REP)

o Injecting fresh water toreactor pressure vessel.
Pe Per J AFa as of 0000 JST, 10 Ar .i, R.V temperatures.-

l <Water feed tiozzlo> 246tC
E <Bot tom ofreatrpressure veseI._' 19'C. (1800, 4/9 SIRiEP).

.......... asof 0000 JST 10 Apr*il, prosS re is rising in the ~RPV as DI .&ated oil
bptfr channeIs Iof ins trum~entation.~ ISA-,ýhas indicated that some in I unstmrnts ii
theRPV mnay notbe working propefy. (1 8O00 4/9 SITRE.)

o Per JAIF at 1200 JST 8 April, reactor parameters are: RPY pressure channel (A)
0.3915 MJ~tG Gauge (G) [57.3 psig], channel (B) 0.793MPaG [ 11-5 psig'] ; water
level (A) -1.65 (B) -1.65 meters below the top of the fuel rods; containinent
vessel pressure 0. 185MPa absolute (abs) (1:800, AýSVTREP)

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit I had 70% core damage.

5
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o The reactor vessel and primary containment are intact.
o Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
" Injecting fresh water.

Per IAEA, 0000 JST 10 April, RPV lempera~tre
>Z4 -Watcrfee noze,11" (1800, 4/9 SITREJ').

o e JAF 1200 JST April KV prcsutre (A) -0-020NPaG, (B) -0.020MPaG;
water level -1.5 meters below the top of the fuel rods; containment vessel
pressure 0.1 OOMPaabs; SFP temperature is 5 ' )3

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 2 had 33% core damage.
o Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o Injecting fresh water to reactor pressure vessel.

Per IAEA, as of 0100 JST 10 April , RPV ternpertures:
<Bottom oin eactor pressure vessel> I c Inu

-ýWater feed nozzk1 89"C (1800,. 4/9 SITREP).
o nRC MarC sta tushupdate 0430 EDT, me prstit ire has stabilized at atmosp.eric

pressuire sinice 3122/11 . Per3PW J ll,1200QIST 8 April (A) -0.0O4MPaG, (13)
0.079N1~aG- containment vessel prcues 0. 1 952 N. abslt (e&s),wtrlvel
1 85 (A) 2.25 ( 'B) meters helowv the top of the fulro&-,

o Per JAIF 0 130 JST 8 April, fresh water injection to the unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool
via the Cooling and Purification Line continues.

o, On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 3 had 33% core damage.
* Per JAIf7I200 JST 8 April, Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements,. emperature 56

0C
o NRC EOC Mtatus update,-01430 EDTfrhae spae i occepm n48

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for

maintenance on the reactor.
n Per JAWF 0730 JST 8 April, SFP themograpihy v~as 46
o Per TEPCO water spray by the concrete pump truck to Unit 4 was conducted

from 1735 to 1822 on April 5th
o Per NISA, freshwater spray to the Spent Fuel Pool using Concrete Pump Truck

(50t/h) took place at 08:25 UTC on April 1.
o Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 irradiated fuel assemblies, plus 204 fresh fuel

assemblies. The fresh ones are stacked close together and represent a risk of a
low-power criticality, although we have no evidence of a criticality at this time.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA as of NISA March 30: Reactor pressure 0.108 MPa abs, reactor water

level 2.161 m above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.9'C
o Per JAIF, as of 1400 J Aipnl, the SFP water temp was 37'-'C

-OFFICIAL USE GNL
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o Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.

" Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
o Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA as of 06:00 March 31: Reactor pressure 0.104 MPa, Reactor water

temp 32.6'C, reactor water level 1.703 m above the top of the fuel rods.
c, flrJ , if 1400 ~ JS18A41,SFPwae ternp was 30.50C

o Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
o JAIF reports that, as of 0300 EDT April 1, "Steam-like substance" rose

intermittently from the reactor building at Units 1, 2, 3 and 4- spent fuel pools
suspected source. Injecting and/or spraying water to the spent fuel pool has been
conducted.

o Japanese authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered
by water. The IAEA reported on April 4, 2011, that the Common Spent Fuel
Pool temperature was 32 'C at 23:10 UTC on 2 April.

o As of 1900 on March 30, approximately 130 tons of water in total has been
injected to the spent fuel storage pool. (FEPC)

* Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o At 10:00AM on March 18, it was confirmed that there was no damage by visual

checking of external appearance.

Sources include:
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:

• http://wwwvýtpepo.co.ip/en/index-e.hitni

http.//nei~achefv.n~t/newsndcvents/infoirnation-on-the-japanese-earthiquake-and-
reactors-in-that-region/
http:I//Www.iaea.orrY
http!//Wwww~mext.g~o.ipienglislhI

https://iportalhvc.doe.,ov!/
http://w. nnisa.meti.go. ip/english/
littp://wwA.fepc.or.ip/en-lish/
http://.english~kvodoneivs~j p/

•http://Wwww3.nhk~or.ipl/hkworld/

Other Information

UPDATE ON USG COORDINATION

OFFICIAL7
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, We now hwve afonmal equeSt fOr the INL tearn to d.eploy to ANT inTsiikuba
frm d n etoh n Kel Iy yesterday is that

NE supports and watill approve SUbmitted lvinJapn on rl 8 pernjail to

repo 1of1 4/9 0authr(zes direct ntat I
personncl(%v Enmbassv and NE key personnel ccd)for the purposes ofdeveloIM-in
(fienure of traning, aor as. DOE well as th e GoJ Nucleaangth Ifstri and travel
loAgitcs. y this b tinen HQ com notead. tozed thisTthais do enterquithin the
evacuated zone around the ofEnesrg ima Daithil N ula. S r1800 4/9ASInTRaP

t Secretary of State Clinton tentatively visiting Japan on April 18, 2011, per NRC
report of 4/9 0430, (0600 4/9 SITREP)]

" Transfer of title for U.S. DOE property to the GoJ Nuclear and Industrial Safety
Agency has been completed. This document can cover all equipment transfers
from the Department of Energy and the National Nuclear Security Administration
to the Government of Japan, METI/NISA, including the aNL
Robot ics/CameralGammaCam [PDF document in email PWG, 4/8 17:42 EDT,
(0600 4/9 SITREP)]

* The NRC's Protective Measures Team is finalizing the "Summary of Radiological
Hazards in Japan" which will be provided to the Japan Site Team. The PMT is
also in the process of analyzing data from soil samples from the area around the
Fukushima site. (0600 4/9 SITREP)

" The NRC's PMT is also finalizing a document titled "Guidance for Return (Short
Term and Permanent Re-entry) of US Citizens to Areas around Fukushima
Daiichi NPP", and this document will be used at the 04/11/2011 Deputies
Meeting. (0600 4/9 SITREP)]

" Bilateral Coordination:
o Coordinating final approval and logistics with MEXT and Japanese Self

Defense Forces for deployment of unattended Early Warning System
* eceived 89 soil samples at Yokota from MAFF for Strontium analysis in

US; expat to ship IApr I
o Continueo provide AmniS technicial efaornatin to a %4FXe/M FAe for

oompnarison and caibration of ratin 6 d yem to assist ground
Reposition mapping

* ~Met with and~answered Aerial Measuring Systen question for DoD and
(30J MinIstry ~oCefense intellijence~ at Yokota

" Nuclear Incident Team:
o Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to

CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH
o Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel

Media Reports
GItI1A USE ONLY
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SNDril' e ýUs ilitarv has dempnstratedto the public dril• 5y
Sp~CiCI Unit dispatched to dea with the troublud Vtikushn)ixiialpiih nuIeCIr17 o\"'ClWPLant
About 1~50 memCHber'S Of the uni1t, Which sp~claizes in' delilitig with the cffect of nuclear-
related disasters, crrie&6out th,ie drills it Yokota Alr Base in Tokyo on Saturday.
In anr exercise to rescue people tr~tpp edin it bUildifg, 11nILberS Wearing protcntvc gcar
first carefully c'arrie~d Outprocedures to. meaýsuire radiation levels In al tent set up nea.r the
building, radioactive matefials were vvashe& offthe rcued dpeople,~ and doctors
perfor-iied phsical examinations- Th drill included rescuing people trapped in a car, and
at sueIllance rajobot wa neled thtcan operate in hazardous enironnicrts. I
preparation fo jon pertion, the spec~ia unit confirned vrosproceduires Wt t
Self-Defense Force counterpart, inclIuding~ ways to wash off nuclear conitaminantion.
Thetin it's comnmander says his teami is working' day an cnight aIoriv Withh ~Self-
Defe'nse Fores to utilize their ~abilities to the fullest, and that their morale is high- Tile
United States has also dispatche!d experts, to help the Ja~pancse government b~ring the
situation under control at the Fuk-ushirri Daiichi nucla power plant.
Saturday, April 09. 2011 16:.42 +090 s.).
Compjlete stor ait http/iw/ ý ,).nlhk~cr.jp dailly/eng,.lisOý 20hnl(10 / SITREP)

"'TEIPCO to start removing hiighly raiatv ae"TkoEeti oe opn
p rm gghlyradioactive water fro•m te Number 2reactor at th

:uIushima Daiichi nuclea power lant. A Iarge amount of co.taninated
found intthe rea.or's turbine b afhe wa
radiation, which is obstructing restoration woThe utility had been working'to emip
the turbite'condenser of the reactor and it,, procesing facility fr nuclear wa-'te, and on
Saturday succesfully transferredl all the ýxtcr in the conderiser t~o a separate tank. Hoses
are being installed to coninect the turbineuCbildings with the wawto disposal facility. The
Contamminated water in the Itinnel of the reactor will be ~tran~sf~erred to the condenser; and
then to the proc~essing facility tlfroughl the hoses.Also oin Satuirday, a steel plate ws
placed odverthe intake otthe Number 2 reactor toso ihykahatv ater from
reach~ingthe sca. 'SaftUrdAy April 09, 20111 22:22 I+0900 (JSTI)
Complete story Lat httpD:/fwww3ý.nhk.~or~il/daily/eupIlishi'9 ~~h25.htmlj (I800 49,

"TEPCO tries to enclose high radiation in sea in nuke crisis" Tokyo FlecrIC, Plower
Co. started Saturday; to install enclosi( igmiterlials In the sa to pi~re t " furtiher spread of'
h1iglily~ rad ioactive %ater tha~t seeped from a crisis-hit nuclear poxwer pl?,nt, hi
continuing other eff'Orts to stibilize a~pa~n~' "ort nula cli A C~abinet inisrjter
Visited the Fukushinia Dalich) Nuclea-r Pover St,,tion in Ft1,ukuhi a prcfecture on the
-arnu daiv i')r the first timne s ncc t waýrocked by explosons> and beg-,n ~emitting,
modioacmcmti# al shrl itc the March 11 ouakc and tSUnaniil. During his roug(,hly
4ýrl]t ')~V C101ý,11ade and Industry Minister Hafir Kaiidai encorle iks
mianning- ain opeirationalceniter on the prernls- and surveyc~ aa'd reactors lrdml

iiebu.TE p0). aI the comlpany Ps k'nownl, tri'ed to enul()se ýeaat wcr Inkefe-r the
No.2 reactor ca the six-reaictor plant with seven stcl ~shces an i sl ctt'n,i"whl
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Complete siorht http:!'/english.kyodonews~jpinewsý/201 1i o418429o.htnml (1800 419
SITREP.)

Tokyo, April 8 1:42pm EDT, Reuters. "The emptying out of the relatively low radiation
water is expected to finish tomorrow (Saturday)," a Tokyo Electric Power Co (TEPCO)
official said late on Friday. China said it will closely monitor Japan's actions to regain
control of the plant and demanded Tokyo provide swift and accurate information on the
crisis. China said it had detected 10 cases of ships, aircraft or cargo arriving from Japan
with higher than normal levels of radiation since mid-March. It said traces of
radioactivity had been found in spinach in three Chinese provinces, and state news
agency Xinhua reported trace levels of radioactivity detected in 22 provinces. South
Korea has also criticized Japan for failing to notify its neighbors that it would pump
radioactive water into the sea.
Complete story at http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/04/08/us-iapan-
id USTRE72AOSS20H 0408 (1800 4/8 SITREP)

Tokyo, April 08, +0900 (JST) NHK World reported that the operator of the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear power plant says seawater radiation levels continue to rise in areas
north of the plant. Tokyo Electric Power Company says it detected on Thursday 110
becquerels of radioactive iodine-131 per cubic centimeter in seawater samples collected
30 meters from outlets in the northern part of the complex. The figure is 2,800 times
higher than the maximum allowed under government standards. Measurements at the

OFFCIAL USE O1 LY0
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same spot were 600 times the standard on Tuesday and 1,000 times on Wednesday.
Complete story at h ttp://wwv3-nhk.6r.ip/daily/en6lish/08 .. ... 39.htnil This contradicts
TEPCO report on April 7 (See Radiation Detection Updates section above)
(1800 4/8 SITREP)

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule

April 9:
Cathy McCulloch
Michael Worley

April 10:
Audrey Beldio
Trevor Cook

Chris Behan
Tim Beville

1600-2000

0400-0800

1600-2000

O FFIA 11



Ja-pan Earlhqua ke Res ponse
April 9, 2.011/ 1800 EDT

Offlain, IWIAI-US4-OJltV-l*
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This information is for limited
distribution to those with aNEE TONW

and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOE/NNSA Nuclear Incident
Team: D
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Current Status
* TEPCO injecting nitrogen gas into Unit 1 reactor containment vessel

to prevent possible hydrogen explosion - expected to continue for 4
days. Containment vessel pressure is rising due to the injec tio.

* TEPCO reports detecting plutonium in soil samples collected from
Fukushima site

* TEPCO nearly complete with dump of 10.I 000:tons of low-level
radioactive water from Units 5 and 6 into the ocean

* Radiation levels continue to fall at Fukushima Daiichi complex
+ Reactors 1-4 and spent fuel pools generally stable and continue to

receive fresh water injections (see text SITREP for detailed info)

* TEPCO reports that crack in concrete shaft near Reactor 2 was
sealed using silica-based polymer and no longer leaking highly-
radioactive water into Pacific.

* Water Storage and Disposal:
* Planning continues to ship 5 Savannah River Site storage tanks and

high activity trailer
WnIIII l iv ittt



DOE/NNSA

Emergency Response

* Command, Control, Coordination:
, Nuclear Incident Team (NIT): Coordinating overall emergency

response
* Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy Deployed* (38)
, Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams
, Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC Yokota AB

# Modeling and Assessment (1) AB
a National Atmospheric Re/ease Advisory Center (NARA C): (1) SEO Staff

Conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling (1) SERt
* Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Providing (26) CMRT

scientific assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights (7) AMS

# Field Monitoring US Embassy Tokyo
* Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): (3) DART LNO

Conducting ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results
analysis *The number deployed does not

, Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for currently reflect DOE/NNSA personnel
mapping radiological ground material deposits. Currently 2 assisting in nuclear energy (NE)
platforms: 1 Fixed, 1 Rotary aspects of the response.

+ Sampling and Lab Analysis
, Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs:

Conducting airborne contamination 'monitor filter analysis
, Savannah River Site: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil

samples

# Medical Consultation
* Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site

(REACITS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure

~IIIvIuI ~vv will,



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

Bilateral Coordination:

* Coordinating final approval and logistics with MEXT and Japanese Self
Defense Forces for deployment of unattended Early Warning System

* Received 89 soil samples at Yokota from MAFF for Strontium analysis in
US; expect to ship 11, Apr 11

o Continue to provide AMSý technical information to MEXT/MOFA for
comparison and calibration ofa :GOJ AMS system to assist ground

deposition mapping
Metwith and answered Aerial Measuring System questions for DoD and

.. .. . • . . .... . re d A i 1, M e s ". .. ..... ... • •" " "

GOJ Ministry of'Defense intelligence.at Yokota

Nuclear Incident Team:

* Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to
CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH

+ Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel



N Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

* Modeling and Assessment
@ Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time correlated

deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual weather patterns
1t. year dose estimate plot based upon AMS measurements &NRC sourceterm

* Field Monitoring
, Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)

, AMS UH-I: Canceled due to weather
, AMS 0-12: Canceleddue to weather

Ground Monitoring
, One ground team traveled to Yokosuka to collect the. air sample filter
, Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident Towers,

Yokota AB
GOJ approval for deployment of the, Early Warning Array is expected and emplacement

may begin 11 Apr11
* Sampling and Lab Analysis

, Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; results expected 12 Apr
* Planning to ship Japanese -soil samples 11 Apr:to Savannah River Site!

* Medical Consultation
, Nothing substantial to report



Data Inputs

Monitoring Conseq

* 274 hours total flying time for Team

Aerial Measuring System (AMS)
fixed and rotary-wings *

, Over 126,000 total field
measurements taken by DOE,
DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and

'Ni

deployed teams ** Sampling .

a 240 total air samples taken at US
facilities throughout Japan
undergoing lab analysis in US

e 1 US soil sample shipped from
LLNL to LANL for further lab
analysis

UV- 1 11 Y



Guide to Interpretat ion
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

M Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

• Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables, For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).

fF;- UIIIsI n ' I



Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

*Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

*Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 8 April continues to
show:

* Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
outside of 25 miles

o Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19 March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the
Tokyo area through 8 April shows:

o Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

" All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr - a level that
poses no known health risk

" Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in deposited
radiation are anticipated

* NARAC received local meteorological data from 14 March from
GOJ; ECD 14 April to run the NARAC models to provide more
accurate deposition

12



Forecasted Weather
April 11,2011

04/11/2011 07:00:00 JST 04/11/2011 11:00:00 JST 04/11/2011 18:00:00 JST

13



Planned Operat'ions:
Next 24 Hrs

* Field Monitoring
o Aerial Monitoring

S0C-12 and UH-1,conduct oint surveys between the 60 km rand80 km
line southwest of Koriyama. This:mission is a joint survey with the
GOJ AMS assets

@ Ground Monitoring
* Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy

Resident Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB

* Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array; the planned
configuration is being tested at Yokota. ABI

, Perform ground verification will be conducted in the Joint surveys area
between the' 60 km and 80ý km line southwest of XKoriyama

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
, Preparing to transport approximately 89 Japanese samples to Savannah

River Site for Strontium analysis

•l':t~i i~s I I,,, /' ,1.14



I Planned Aerial/Field Monitoring OperationsApril 10, 2011 Operational Period A l l . . . . .I

Key Legend

T
TBD

UH-1 Sortie Coverage

C-12 Sortie Coverage
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

10 April 2011
0600 (EDT) UPDATE

YelT highlighted xt ind s updates to-this versoion. Older items will be deleted as
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading.

Note. Beginning with the 1800 March 31 SITREP, each entry is labeled with the time
and date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no
indicated time were prepared prior to the 1800 March 31 SITREP and were included as
the latest information available. Less frequent information updates are available from
Japanese agencies. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours).

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

More preparation time is needed before TEPCO can begin removal of radioactive water
from the Number 2 reactor at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. The more than
50,000 tons of contaminated water in the turbine buildings and tunnels is hampering work
to restore cooling functions to the reactor. The water has risen 12 centimeters since the
leakage of the water into the sea was stopped on Wednesday. Tokyo Electric plans to
start moving the water in the tunnel into the reactor's condenser as early as Sunday. (See
media reports below) SITREP 4/10 0600

TEPCO tried to enclose a seawater intake for the No. 2 reactor at the six-reactor plant
with seven steel sheets and a "silt curtain," while planning similar curtains at other
locations nearby, such as near the intakes for the Nos. 1, 3 and 4 reactors.
TEPCO also continued to pump nitrogen, an inert gas, into the No. 1 reactor to prevent
hydrogen from causing another explosion, while enhancing the purity of the gas to reduce
the amount of oxygen mixed in it. (See Media Reports, below) (1800 4/9 SITREP)

Otherb using unmned heavy equipment to remeove radioactive
rube. Hydrogen exlsin blew~y of h .cii andvwal1s of thc Ni~inber I and
Nubr3ratrbidns.Tedbi scutn hundreds of i11isicvcrts of rac jat i

.pe hour in soni places, hinde~ring the restoration work. The utility starte u sing rinoem
controlled powe shovelsand bulldozers to remove the rubl~e on Suriday afte~rnoon.
(18004/10 S I TE)

Other Nuclear Facilities

Per AEEenal per has been estoredait all sites affectedby th 7' h?.pri I

eatqae h ditersf5 of waJtethtwere spilled at OnagawaNP have been, cleane
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According to NISA press releases issued 23:50, 0:35 and 1:00 EDT, JAIF 1000 JST 4/9:

" The spent fuel reprocessing plant at Rokkasho-mura, Aomori Prefecture is in test
operation and the uranium enrichment plant ithe Higashi-dori (Aomori
Prefecture), Onagawa (Miyagi Prefecture), Fukushima Dai-ichi and Fukushima
Dai-ni nuclear power plants and the Tokai Dai-ni nuclear power plant (Ibaraki
Prefecture) are not in operations.

" The spent fuel reprocessing plant and the uranium enrichment plant at Rokkasho-
mura are operating on emergency diesel generator.

" The Higashi-dori nuclear power plant is operating on emergency diesel generator
There are no fuel rods in the core.

" There is no significant change in the readings of the monitoring posts of the
Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant. Water injection into reactor continues.

" No abnormalities have been found with the Tokai Dai-ni nuclear power plant after
the April 7th earthquake. (0600 4/9 SITREP)

Update on Reactor Containment Vessels:

PerIAAnitogn asis cntnuigtobe I ijectedintote containment vessel

.pdpesr in the CVis riing. (800/A SITREjP)

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

No new information (1800 4/10 SITREP)

Radiation Detection Updates:

Per JAIF 0700 Apr 10, nidiation level: 0.62 niSv/h at the so1th side of the office building,
37ýSy/h at th etge 6tvlj at the Mali gatce,L(1300 411 IT9RStT

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (1800 4/1,0•SITREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:
" Over 126,000 total field measurements taken by DOE, DoD, and GOJ fixed

stations and deployed teams
* Modeling and Assessment

o Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time
correlated deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual
weather patterns

_OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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o I st year dose estimate plot based upon AMS measurements & NRC source
term

" Field Monitoring
o Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)

" AMS UH- 1: Conducted surveys over the same areas as GOJ
aircraft approximately 74km from the plant.

" AMS C-12: Conducted surveys between 20-60km southwest of the
plant.

o Ground Monitoring
* Ground verification was conducted in the Joint surveys area

between the 60 km and 80 km line southwest of Koriyama.
o One team conducted 4-6 gamma in-situ spectrum focusing on the east side

of the survey area
o A second team drove an RSI single detector that had been calibrated for

exposure rate.
o Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident

Towers, Yokota AB
o GOJ approval for deployment of the Early Warning Array has been

received and emplacement may begin 11 Apr 11
" Sampling and Lab Analysis

o Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; results expected
12 Apr

o Planning to ship Japanese soil samples 11 Apr to Savannah River Site
" Medical Consultation

o REAC/TS answered a medical RFI from Hong Kong

Aerial and Ground Monitoring Assessment
" An assessment of measurements gathered through 8 April continues to show:

o Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or
relocation outside of 25 miles

o Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19
March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the
Tokyo area will continue although no increases in deposited radiation are
anticipated

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
* Field Monitoring

o Aerial Monitoring
" C-12: Conduct surveys between the 60 km and 80 km line

southwest of Koriyama in the joint survey space
" UH-1: survey the coastal area 6 miles north of F-D plant to the

north 60 km line
o Ground Monitoring

• Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy
Resident Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB

OFFICIAL U •ONLY
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• Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array
Sampling and Lab Analysis

o Preparing to transport approximately 89 Japanese samples to Savannah
River Site for Strontium analysis

Updates by Reator Unit (updaeeach S1TPE

Fukushima Daiichi Unit I reactor

o Nitrogen gas injection using temporally nitrogen generator is planned to the
pressure at Initial pressure + 100 kIPa, about 6,000 m3.

* - At 10:30 pm on April 6th, the operation started (System configuration,
leak check etc).

* -At 1:31 am on April 7th, injection was initiated (1st nitrogen-generator).
At 2:58 am, 2nd nitrogen-generator was added.

* - The pressure of D/W before the injection of nitrogen gas (at 1:20 am on
April 7th) was 156.3 kPaabs. -* At 1:00 pm on April 8th, the pressure
was increased to 185 kPaabs.
Per TEPCO E-mail: "TEPCO Earthquake Information Update on April 8:
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi NPS", dated 4/8/2011 11:21 AM.
(1800, 4/8 SITREP).

* Per IAEA, as of 0000 JST 10 April, nitrogen gas is continuing to be
injected into the containment vessel and pressure in the CV is rising. 1800,

o jtig fresh water to.reactor• r essire vesel.
P er LEAFAas of'O 000J , I I pril, RPV tempcyatire-

" <Water feed niozzle> .15'
" 1otm of reactor pressure yess 1>J120'C. (1800, 4/10 StTREP)ý

o Per IAEA, as of 0000 JST, 10 April, pressure is rising in the RPV as indicated on
both channels of instrumentation. NISA has indicated that some instruments in
the RPV may not be working properly. (IN,4/1 6SITREP

Per at06 IS: 10 Apr r arametersa V pressure channe
(A) OA04O MPaG steady from April 9 hannel(B)0.?838 MaG, up from 0.825

-NI~aGon AH l9-waer level slightly imiproved from Ai 11 a~t (A) -155'() -
1.6 meersbeow the to of the fel rods; contaimen vessel pressure roset

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 1 had 70% core damage.
o The reactor vessel and primary containment are intact.
o Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
CI InjectingT resh water.

P'er IAEA4 Q000 JST1 I I April, RJWJtemperature, _

P' "-Watr feed no2zz1$> 145C 0 800g, 4/10$ StTREP).
V17TOT AT I IO nXI~ Th V

4
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o ecrJALF(0600JS 10 iQApnlI, RPV pressu re( (A) -0 020MVaG, (B) -0.02 ýM PaG;
x-rs below, the topof the ] fid ro ds;•containment vessei

prsue005~as -F teimjkrature is 48'C. 1 800,.4/10 SITREP)On March
24, the NRC estimated that Unit 2 had 33% core damage.

o Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
c~ Injecti'ng fesh water to reactoure~sevess41

Per IAEA,,as of 0000 IST I ~April, RPV temiperatures:
<Bottom of reactor Pressuire vessel> 109'C
~Wate:r fecd nozzle,> 97rC 1~800, 4/110 SITREey 9 )PdYB

oD Per JAW, 0600 JST 10 Apri1RPV pre~ssure (A~) -0.011 NT B -0.087 ImPaG,
containment vessel pressure0. 1061 MPa ihsoluite(ahs); water lev,.el (A)~ - I,700
(B~) -225meers below the top of~ th fcrods~ (1800 4/10 SITREP)

o Per JAIF 0 130 J ST 8 April, fresh water injection to the unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool
via the Cooling and Purification Line continues.

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 3 had 33% core damage.
o Per JAIF 1200 JST 9 April, Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements, temperature 56

0C
o NRC EOC status update 0430 EDT freshwater sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8

*Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December for

maintenance on the reactor.
" Per JAIF 0730 JST 8 April, SFP thermography was 46 "C
" Per TEPCO water spray by the concrete pump truck to Unit 4 was conducted

from 1735 to 1822 on April 5th
o Per NISA, freshwater spray to the Spent Fuel Pool using Concrete Pump Truck

(50t/h) took place at 08:25 UTC on April 1.
" Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 irradiated fuel assemblies, plus 204 fresh fuel

assemblies. The fresh ones are stacked close together and represent a risk of a
low-power criticality, although we have no evidence of a criticality at this time.

*Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
" Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
" Per NISA as of NISA March 30: Reactor pressure 0. 108 MPa abs, reactor water

level 2.161 m above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.90C
o Per JAIF, as of 1400 JST 8 April, the SFP water temp was 34Y7C
o Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.

*Fukusbimna Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
" Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA as of 06:00 March 3 1: Reactor pressure 0. 104 MPa, Reactor water

temp 32.60C, reactor water level 1.703 m above the top of the fuel rods.
o Per JAIF, as of 1400 JST 8 April, SFP water temp was 30.5'C
o Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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" Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
o JAIF reports that, as of 0300 EDT April 1, "Steam-like substance" rose

intermittently from the reactor building at Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 - spent fuel pools
suspected source. Injecting and/or spraying water to the spent fuel pool has been
conducted.

o Japanese authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered
by water. The IAEA reported on April 4, 2011, that the Common Spent Fuel
Pool temperature was 32 'C at 23:10 UTC on 2 April.

o As of 1900 on March 30, approximately 130 tons of water in total has been
injected to the spent fuel storage pool. (FEPC)

* Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o At 10:00AM on March 18, it was confirmed that there was no damage by visual

checking of external appearance.

Sources include:
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:
http://www.jaif.or.jp/english/
http://www.tepeo.co. jp/en/index-e.html
http://nei.cachefly.net/newsandevents/information-on-the-iapanese-earthquake-and-
reactors-in-that-region/
http://www.iaea.or2/
http://www.mext.po.ep/en-lish/
https://iportalwc.doe.2ov/
http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/en~lish/

http://www.fepc.or.ip/en~lish/
http://english.kyodonews.lp/
http://www3.nhk.or.9tp/nhkworld/

Other Information

UPDATE ON USG COORDINATION

erTilden emaol of 4/10 11:h3amhinca points of contac have been

established for the four~-person Talo ysterrulcaineras teamtatMwill e eployed

" We now have a formal request for the INL team to deploy to AIST in Tsukuba
City by the end of next week. My understanding from John Kelly yesterday is that
NE supports and will approve submitted foreign travel requests. Tilden email to
PWG, 1151 4/9 authorizes direct contact between INL and METI/NISA/TEPCO
personnel (w Embassy and NE key personnel cc'd) for the purposes of developing

CWFHG1AL-USE-ONY---
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the nature of training and assistance, as well as tentative length of stay and travel
logistics. At this time, HQ has not authorized this team to enter within the
evacuated zone around the Fukushima Daiichi NPP. (1800 4/9 SITREP)

" Secretary of State Clinton tentatively visiting Japan on April 18, 2011, per NRC
report of 4/9 0430, (0600 4/9 SITREP)

* Bilateral Coordination:
0 ~COntinuedI planning and coordination to deliver [PGe detelctots:

Fi rs two detectors will be loaned to:
* NationalInstitute ofPublic Health (NIPH) for drinkieag

wteranalysis
S MiPiisieiigroundonitrAingadaeriaclt moreasurind Fisheriets(toAF)

for soil sarnplcnalysis
" Current plaist delier NRPGe'sconductiAN , mid wh

setiuep at the GOJ locationso
dAddiional RprGe deectors e o

~April
o Obtained approval for U rnattended Early Warning ystemo deployment

rmC abinet Office
C watordinatihe deepoyment Da gistics with pJandt SDviy
corkt te define ine noti ca ion tunnelis amperin to
ofadetction (18004/0 OSITRP

" Nuclear Incident Team:
o Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to

CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCML, and WH
o Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel

Media Reports

"Radioactive water disposal delayed" More time is needed to prepare to dispose of the
highly radioactive water at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. Heavily
contaminated water in turbine buildings and a concrete tunnel is hampering work to
restore cooling functions in the troubled reactors. The total amount of water in question is
estimated at more than 50,000 tons. The plant's operator, Tokyo Electric Power
Company, plans to transfer the highly radioactive water to a nuclear waste processing
facility and turbine condensers. The utility firm is now working to lay hoses between the
turbine buildings and the facility. Holes have already been bored in the walls of the
buildings, but work to install the hoses has yet to begin. In addition, the waste disposal
facility needs to be closely checked before the procedure can begin. Meanwhile, the level
of highly radioactive water filling the concrete tunnel of the No.2 reactor had reached 92
centimeters below the ground's surface as of Sunday morning. That is a rise of 12
centimeters since the leakage of the water into the sea was stopped on Wednesday. Tokyo
Electric plans to start moving the water in the tunnel into the reactor's condenser as early
as Sunday.

7
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Sunday, April 10, 2011 07:30 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/10 03.html (0600 4/10 SITREP)

"Japanese Government to release radiation guidelines for schools"
Japan's education ministry will release radiation exposure safety guidelines for school
children in the coming week. The ministry is drawing up the guidelines in response to a
request from the Fukushima prefectural government, which hosts the disaster-stricken
nuclear power plant. Officials say the guidelines are based on data collected through
radiation level surveys at schools and soil samples taken from schoolyards. The
guidelines will mandate that schools suspend classes, stop out door lessons, and ensure
students wear face masks if radiation surpasses certain levels. The education ministry
says it will seek technical advice from the Nuclear Safety Commission before finalizing
the guidelines. The commission told reporters on Saturday that given the high radioactive
readings registered in various locations, many schools in the affected areas would be
asked to meet certain conditions before resuming lessons.
Sunday, April 10, 2011 06:52 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/10 05.html (0600 4/10 SITREP)

"15-meter waves hit Fukushima"
Based on its survey of high-water marks left on the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant buildings, TEPCO estimated that the Match 1 Ith tsunami reached up to 15 meters on
the ocean side of the reactor and turbine buildings. The figure is above the company's
originally estimated height of 5.7 meters. TEPCO confirmed that the 6 reactors at
Fukushima Daiichi power plant had been under as much as 5 meters of water.
TEPCO also revealed video footage taken by a plant worker during the tsunami showing
waves pounding against cliffs to a height of more than 20 meters.
Saturday, April 09, 2011 22:09 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/09 30.html (0600 4/10 SITREP)

"SDF, US forces conducting search operations" Japan's Self-Defense Forces and the
US military are conducting joint search operations on Sunday, for the more than 14,000
people who are still missing after the March 11 th earthquake and tsunami. Sunday's
search operations cover coastal and inland areas from Iwate to Fukushima prefectures,
but not the 30-kilometer zone surrounding the disaster-stricken Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plant. The joint mission involves 22,000 personnel from both countries,
and 50 vessels and 90 aircraft are deployed.
Sunday, April 10, 2011 06:52 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/10 02.html (0600 4/10 SITREP)

TOKYO, April 10 (Reuters) - Japan hopes to stop pumping radioactive water into the sea
on Sunday, which should help ease concerns in China and South Korea over the spread of
radiation. But problems in restoring cooling systems at the damaged nuclear power plant
mean more contaminated water may eventually be pumped into the sea if the complex
again runs out of storage capacity. TEPCO said it was continuing to inject nitrogen into
reactors to prevent another hydrogen explosion which would spread highly radioactive
material into the air. China and South Korea have criticized Japan's handling of the

OffICIAL USE ONLY
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nuclear crisis, with Seoul calling it incompetent, reflecting growing international unease
over the month-long atomic disaster and the spread of radiation.
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/04/10/iapan-
idUSLDE738OD520110410?pageNumber=l1 (0600 4/10 SITREP)

"TEPCO tries to enclose high radiation in sea in nuke crisis" Tokyo Electric Power
Company started Saturday to install enclosing materials in the sea to prevent a further
spread of highly radioactive water that seeped from a crisis-hit nuclear power plant.
TEPCO tried to enclose a seawater intake for the No. 2 reactor at the six-reactor plant
with seven steel sheets and a "silt curtain," while planning similar curtains at other
locations nearby, such as near the intakes for the Nos. 1, 3 and 4 reactors. The power
supplier stopped the leakage of water highly contaminated with radioactive materials
from near the intake for the No. 2 reactor on Wednesday. But the company, facing
mounting environmental concerns, hopes that the installation will help prevent
contaminated water from spreading outside the plant's bay. The radioactive iodine
reading was 63,000 times the legal limit in seawater near the intake a day after
contaminated water stopped leaking into the sea. The utility is also close to finishing the
release into the sea of 10,000 tons of water containing relatively low-level radioactive
materials. The discharge is aimed at helping resume work to restore the plant's key
cooling functions, with priority placed on the No. 2 among the damaged Nos. 1 to 3
reactors. To free up room to pool highly contaminated water that has flooded the No. 2
reactor's turbine building and prevented the stabilization efforts, the company has
dumped about 7,700 tons of low-level radioactive water into the sea from the plant's
waste processing facility, with an estimated 800 tons of water left to be discharged. It
also pumped out into the sea 1,300 of the 1,500 tons of low-level contaminated
groundwater from the Nos. 5 and 6 reactors, expecting to complete the work on Sunday.
For the tainted water filling a tunnel near the No. 2 reactor, the utility will begin
channeling it to a 3,000-cubic-meter container inside the turbine building on Sunday to
reduce the risk of it seeping into the sea, the government's nuclear safety agency said.

Complete story at http://english.kyodonews.jp/news/2011/04/84290.html and also see:
http://www.marketwatch.com/storv/tepco-uses-steel-wall-to-contain-radioactive-water-
2011-04-09?siteid=rss&rss=1 (1800 4/9 and 0600 4/10 SITREP)

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule

April 10:
Audrey Beldio 0400-0800

0CIkL-USEONLY9
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Trevor Cook

Chris Behan
Tim Beville

April 11:
Tim Evans
Bob Boudreau

Regina Carter
Rich Reister

1600-2000

0400-0800

1600-2000
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This information is for limited
distribution to those with aNEED TO-KNOW

and should not be forwarded outside
your agency or organization without

prior clearance from U.S. DOE

Contact: DOE/NNSA Nuclear Incident
Team:

Ps



Current Status
, TEPCO continues injecting nitrogen gas into Unit 1 reactor

containment vessel to prevent possible hydrogen explosion -
expected to continue for 4 days. Containment vessel pressure is
rising slightly due to the injection.

* TEPCO expected to complete dump of-10,000 0tonS of low-evel
radioactive water from Units 5 and 6 into the ocean on Sunday

PChina has expressed concer over spread of radiation

+ TEPCO installing steel curtain around Unit 2 seawater intake to
control contamination, plans similar curtain for Units 1, 3 and 4.

* Radiation levels continue to fall at Fukushima Daiichi complex
* Reactors 1-4 and spent fuel pools generally stable and continue to

receive fresh water injections (see text SITREP for detailed info)
* TEPCO repors that the crack in concrete shaft near Reactor 2 was

sealed as of Wednesday and water in theshaft has: risen i2 cm
Water Storage and Disposal:

Planning continues to ship 5 Savannah River Site storage tanks and
high activity trailer



Emergency Response
# Command, Control, Coordination:

0 Nuclear Incident Team (NiT): Coordinating overall emergency
response

. Policy Working Group (PWG): Coordinating overall policy Deployed* (38)
* Senior Energy Official: Primary Manager of deployed field teams
. Liaisons: DART, USPACOM, USAID, NRC Yokota AB

# Modeling and Assessment (1)otaA
, National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center (NARAC): (1) SEO

Conducting predictive radioactive atmospheric dispersion modeling (1) SEO Staff
, Consequence Management Home Team (CMHT): Providing (26) CMRT

scientific assessment of ground measurements and AMS flights (7) AMS

# Field Monitoring US Embassy Tokyo
, Consequence Management Response Team (CMRT): (3) DART LNO

Conducting ground monitoring, air sampling and initial results
analysis *The number deployed does not

# Aerial Measuring System (AMS): Conducting aerial detection for currently reflect DOE/NNSA personnel
mapping radiological ground material deposits. Currently 2 assisting in nuclear energy (NE)
platforms: 1 Fixed, 1 Rotary aspects of the response,

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
. Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos National Labs:

Conducting airborne contamination monitor filter analysis
. Savannah River Site: Conducting radionuclide analysis of soil

samples

* Medical Consultation
, Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site

(REACITS): Providing medical advice about radiological exposure 4
-- Dfffuseoff4



Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs,

Bilateral Coordination:

Continued planning and coordination to deliver HPGe detectors:
First two detectors will be loaned to:

National Institute of Public Health (NIPH)for drinkingwater analysis0

, Ministrya dAgriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF) for soil sample anaiyds

Current plan is to deliver HPGe's, conduct training, and assist with setup atthe
GOJ locations

* Additional HPGe detectors are scheduled to be delivered'on 1I April

o Obtained approval for Unattended Early Warning System deployment from
Cabinet Office
* Coordinating deployment logistics with USFJ and JSDF
* Working-to define notification thresholds and proceSS isn theeventofa detection

Nuclear Incident Team:

* Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to
CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH

* Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel
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Significant Events: Past 24 Hrs.

* Modeling and Assessment
o Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time correlated

deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual weather patterns
o 1st year dose estimate plot based upon AMS measurements & NRC source term

* Field Monitoring
e Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)

" AMS UH-1: Conducted surveys over the same areas as GOJ aircraft approximately 74km from
the plant.

. AMS C-12: Conducted surveys between 20-60km southwest of the plant.
s Ground Monitoring

u Ground verification was conducted in the Joint surveys area between the 60 km and 80 km line
southwest of Koriyama.

a One team conducted 4-6 gamma in-situ spectrum focusing on the east side of the survey area

a A second team drove an RSI single detector that had been calibrated for exposure rate.
, Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident Towers, Yokota AB
* GOJ approval for deployment of the Early Warning Array has been received and emplacement

may begin 11 Apr 11

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
e Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; results expected 12 Apr
e Planning to ship Japanese soil samples 11 Apr to Savannah River Site

* Medical Consultation
, REAC/TS answered a medical RFI from Hong Kong



Flight Path Map

F
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Data Inputs

* Monitoring Conseq

286 hours total flying time for
Aerial Measuring System (AMS)
fixed and rotary-wings # Exl

* Over 131,000 total field
measurements taken by DOE,
DoD, and GOJ fixed stations and

.Ni

deployed teams M

# Sampling M
SNi

s 240 total air samples taken at US
facilities throughout Japan
undergoing lab analysis in US

s 1 US soil sample shipped from
LLNL to LANL for further lab
analysis



Guide to Interpretation
US EPA Derived Response Levels (DRLs) for Evacuation and Relocation

Early Phase DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of 1 Rem over 4 days, the EPA

recommends evacuation until radiation levels decrease. This area is indicated by red.

First Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 2 Rem during the

first year, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an
urgent action because the dose is received over a full year. This area is indicated by orange.

Fifty Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose greater than 5 Rem over 50

years, the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels decrease. This is not an urgent
action because the dose is received over fifty years. This area falls within the second year
DRL.

Second Year DRL
If a person is in danger of receiving an external radiation dose of greater than 0.5 Rem in the

second year (or any subsequent year), the EPA recommends relocation until radiation levels
decrease. This area is indicated by yellow.

These calculations account for multiple variables. For instance, radiation is most intense in the first days following its
release therefore dose reduction may be met by evacuating early in the response.

Protective actions are frequently expressed in dose rates. The dose rate is an indicator that residents would accumulate
the threshold dose if they stayed in the area the entire time expressed (e.g. 1 year, 2 years, 50 years).

VIII•IQI lUl Villl



Guide to Interpretation
Areas at Risk for Agricultural Contamination

Aerial measurements can indicate areas where agricultural monitoring and sampling
should occur, although they cannot directly determine the amount of contamination of
agricultural products grown in these areas.

AMS monitoring results in areas beyond 25 miles from the Fukushima Daiichi reactors
show areas where dose rates are many times higher than historical background.

The measured external dose rates in these areas are not high enough to warrant
evacuation or relocation of the population, however, lower levels of radioactive
contamination in agricultural products provide more of a risk because the radioactive
material can be ingested into the body. Agricultural monitoring in these areas may be
warranted.

*Areas 10 to 100 times historical background are indicated by green.

*Areas 2 to 10 times historical background are indicated by light blue.

Areas at or near historical background are indicated by dark blue.
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Aerial and Ground Monitoring Data
Assessment

* An assessment of measurements gathered through 8 April continues to
show:

" Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation
outside of 25 miles

" Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19 March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the
Tokyo area through 8 April shows:

0 Radiation levels far below actionable levels for evacuation or relocation

0 All aerial measurements at US facilities were less than 32 pR/hr - a level that
poses no known health risk

0 Monitoring of these locations will continue although no increases in deposited
radiation are anticipated

* NARAC received local meteorological data from 14 March from
GOJ; ECD 14 April to run the NARAC models to provide more
accurate deposition

15



Forecasted Weather
April 11, 2011

04/11/2011 07:00:00 JST 04/11/2011 14:00:00 JST 04/11/2011 18:00:00 JST
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Planned Operations:
Next 24 Hrs

* Field Monitoring
e Aerial Monitoring

, C-12: Conduct surveys between the 60 km and 80 km line southwest
of Koriyama in the joint survey space

, UH-1: survey the coastal area 6 miles north of F-D plant to the north 60
km line

s Ground Monitoring
Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy
Resident Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB

, Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array

* Sampling and Lab Analysis
o Preparing to transport approximately 89 Japanese samples to Savannah

River Site for Strontium analysis
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

II April 2011
0600 (EDT) UPDATE

Yelloi lfghtetxn ates updates. to this' NV Older items will be deleted as
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading.

Note: Beginning with the 1800 March 31 SITREP, each entry is labeled with the time
and date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no
indicated time were prepared prior to the 1800 March 31 SITREP and were included as
the latest information available. Less frequent information updates are available from
Japanese agencies. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/JTC - 4 hours).

Magnitude 7.1 Earthquake Rýeported Neatrth~EFast Cos~t otapan. USGS
Earthquake Hazairds P'rogram itvpotsa a&tM~il, p7:1 cify~~ 71 Sfo pi
1k• located a-proxiaatel 1 70 kmi Erom I 6lyo 06.86defs North, 140.706
&greesEas tL, appo 0 km deep) Repor fm include fIres in noriheast Japain
aInd a landslid in wakl GlCty, 1odo4 siN a ny as 2 0s nf :taff d
bhy 1power outLe ig o q rlng Pump Power aIl ~lkl Imaybe down~i at one2 otr more
re0etow rc Sz cooling han egined to the backup manual tire eng
opera-'tiojls. ý'sul11 m ý wat\v& expected to be 2 mc~cr, 1 -hzWiad hit theý neat~re i
lbaraki, but ncws rqolat 0600 FES'F4`11 says ,tsun~im warnigg his been) cainceled
Fiicushiha [)LilcJh compl.x .......r....d.. u t.....o.e tme. Souices.NOAA

Paciic swianiVjgMG Ceter, US M Ar Force e maiiil NT(' 1mbassy ea
www.enn.comn

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

TEPCO has confirmed thai dischneeded ofo lTEC can bein f Ce water In the waste
trocesNumberac2lity of atFthFuhima Daiiic h i nuclu~iic ear Pw i piowe t . Thae, morwhe It

l 4JST on 10 April. 1'otah b inioun ofloýJ &Yel raidlioalýciv' ae.d t'rge~orn the
plant 1sýabout 10,39t tons and ~ta1~ riidoact ity releasQe&1hrouigh thle d~scbih,- 1el about
~150 billion bq. (gonlae : hitcr tkonai1 NUla~e oprtinDvsoI 3
5501-282,27. 'SITREFP 4/1] 0600,oeat6iii~Jp3

More preparation time is needed before TEPCO can begin removal of radioactive water
from the Number 2 reactor at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. The more than
50,000 tons of contaminated water in the turbine buildings and tunnels is hampering work
to restore cooling functions to the reactor. The water has risen 12 centimeters since the
leakage of the water into the sea was stopped on Wednesday. Tokyo Electric plans to
start moving the water in the tunnel into the reactor's condenser as early as Sunday. (See
media reports below) SITREP 4/10 0600
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TEPCO tried to enclose a seawater intake for the No. 2 reactor at the six-reactor plant
with seven steel sheets and a "silt curtain," while planning similar curtains at other

locations nearby, such as near the intakes for the Nos. 1, 3 and 4 reactors.
TEPCO also continued to pump nitrogen, an inert gas, into the No. I reactor to prevent
hydrogen from causing another explosion, while enhancing the purity of the gas to reduce
the amount of oxygen mixed in it. (See Media Reports, below) (1800 4/9 SITREP)

Per NHK, TEPCO began using unmanned heavy equipment to remove radioactive
rubble. Hydrogen explosions blew off the ceilings and walls of the Number I and
Number 3 reactor buildings. The debris is emitting hundreds of millisieverts of radiation
per hour in some places, hindering the restoration work. The utility started using remote-
controlled power shovels and bulldozers to remove the rubble on Sunday afternoon.
(1800 4/10 SITREP)

Other Nuclear Facilities

Per the IAEA, External power has been restored at all sites affected by the 7 th April
earthquake. The 3 liters of water that were spilled at Onagawa NPP have been cleaned
up. (1800 4/10 SITREP)

According to NISA press releases issued 23:50, 0:35 and 1:00 EDT, JAIF 1000 JST 4/9:

* The spent fuel reprocessing plant at Rokkasho-mura, Aomori Prefecture is in test
operation and the uranium enrichment plant ithe Higashi-dori (Aomori
Prefecture), Onagawa (Miyagi Prefecture), Fukushima Dai-ichi and Fukushima
Dai-ni nuclear power plants and the Tokai Dai-ni nuclear power plant (Ibaraki
Prefecture) are not in operations.

" The spent fuel reprocessing plant and the uranium enrichment plant at Rokkasho-
mura are operating on emergency diesel generator.

" The Higashi-dori nuclear power plant is operating on emergency diesel generator
There are no fuel rods in the core.

* There is no significant change in the readings of the monitoring posts of the

Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant. Water injection into reactor continues.

• No abnormalities have been found with the Tokai Dai-ni nuclear power plant after
the April 7'h earthquake. (0600 4/9 SITREP)

Update on Reactor Containment Vessels:

* Per IAEA, nitrogen gas is continuing to be injected into the containment vessel
and pressure in the CV is rising. (1800 4/10 SITREP)
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Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

No new information (0600 4/11 SITREP)

Radiation Detection Updates:

PerJA ,I,()0Jt)1 1,4 r dlara d'[ 06 (A) at thmeSoutih.ILoftheýofice

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (0600 4/11 SITREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:
* Ovefr131,000 totilfield measuremuents taken by DOE, DoD, and GOJ fixed

stations and deployed teams
* Modeling and Assessment

o Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time
correlated deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual
weather patterns

o 1 st year dose estimate plot based upon AMS measurements & NRC source
term

* Field Monitoring
o Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)

S U I I- I :urvey th e 6iles north o kusma
Dailichi plant to the north 60kin line
AMS C12. Condunct surveys betý c thc ýTh 3kmi and 60 kml line
Northwest of Fukii.hlmimDaDichl plant spice it16~000 VrAIL a0.5
milie line spac.M.ingA sec,:odary survey ttcai may heow from the
60kr and 80 km line we'st of Fukushinma Dajichiplaint.

o Ground Monitoring ,
Contiued monitorng aictivitics at yS ssy Japan, Embassy
K,ýsIdenit-Tow rs ,Yokola A\1
SGOJ appin. ' fo Wagh•e4 :: .... been
reCiVd 'nd tmentrm]&in April1II

o One team conducted 4-6 gamma in-situ spectrum focusing on the east
side of the survey area

o A second team drove an RS] single detector that had been calibrated for
exposure rate.

o Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident
Towers, Yokota AB

o GOJ approval for deployment of the Early Warning Array has been
received and emplacement may begin 11 Apr I I

Sampling and Lab Analysis
o Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; results expected

12 Apr
o Planning to ship Japanese soil samples 1 Apr to Savannah River Site

O FFICIA L US S.., OLY
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* Medical Consultation
o REAC/TS answered a medical RFI from Hong Kong

Aerial and Ground Monitoring Assessment
r • .s 1.,..'t ( uiiiiitcnciir,, Ma,'r h I (6,201. 1. 'ýap :w iv•ida..l...
baised on4 0fixK~d4Vi g ae2rial ,ur ycMýh 19 to ApriP4).MNaps~sr~

it et than2000 n&i.nr estimiate~d t-Iwt year dosexteddng appro6x. 50 kil••t
oforth'ushiiioft Daullchi plant. Detailed analysiý,Asfarnples (undcrwy)

myperrnilt refinemncti otf radlionuclide rnix adthe map.b
* An assessment of measurements gathered through 8 April continues to show:

o Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or
relocation outside of 25 miles

o Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19
March

* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the
Tokyo area will continue although no increases in deposited radiation are
anticipated

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
* Field Monitoring

o Aerial Monitoring
" C-12: Conduct surveys between the 60 km and 80 km line

southwest of Koriyama in the joint survey space
" UH-I: survey the coastal area 6 miles north of F-D plant to the

north 60 km line
o Ground Monitoring

* Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy
Resident Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB

" Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array
" Sampling and Lab Analysis

o Preparing to transport approximately 89 Japanese samples to Savannah
River Site for Strontium analysis

Updates by Reactor Unit (updated each SITREP)

Fukushima Daiichi Unit I reactor

o Nitrogen gas injection using temporally nitrogen generator is planned to the
pressure at Initial pressure + 100 kPa, about 6,000 m3.

* - At 10:30 pm on April 6th, the operation started (System configuration,
leak check etc).

* -At 1:31 am on April 7th, injection was initiated (1st nitrogen-generator).
At 2:58 am, 2nd nitrogen-generator was added.

* - The pressure of D/W before the injection of nitrogen gas (at 1:20 am on
April 7th) was 156.3 kPaabs. -- At 1:00 pm on April 8th, the pressure
was increased to 185 kPaabs.
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Per TEPCO E-mail: "TEPCO Earthquake Information Update on April 8:
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi NPS", dated 4/8/2011 11:21 AM.
(1800, 4/8 SITREP).

M Per IAEA, as of 0000 JST 10 April, nitrogen gas is continuing to be
injected into the containment vessel and pressure in the CV is rising. (1800,
4/10 SITREP)

o Injecting fresh water to reactor pressure vessel.
Per IAEA, as of 0000 JSTI 1 April, RPV temperatures:

\V<Water feecd nozz1ý:- 22~(13I "(-ST t']I fpcr1A~EA)
* <Bottom of reactor pressure vessel> 120'C. (1800, 4/10 SITREP)

o Per IAEA, as of 0000 JST, 10 April, pressure is rising in the RPV as indicated
on both channels of instrumentation. NISA has indicated that some instruments
in the RPV may not be working properly. (1800, 4/10 SITREP)

o Per JAIF at 0600 JST 10 April, reactor parameters are: RPV pressure channel
(A) 0.410 MPaG steady from April 9, channel (B) 0.838 MPaG, up from 0.825
MPaG on April 9; water level slightly improved from April 9 at (A) -1.55 (B) -
1.60 meters below the top of the fuel rods; containment vessel pressure rose to
0.195 MPa absolute up from 0.190 MPa absolute (abs) yesterday (1800, 4/10

S 1\vtc spray p eriod 1c from coicnj e pum:ýýiii truck I (16004/ 11 JAIFo SITEP!, . . . ..

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 1 had 70% core damage.
o The reactor vessel and primary containment are intact.
o Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
o Injecting fresh water.

Per IAEA, 0000 JST 11 April, R.PV temperature:
<Water feed nozzle> 145°C (1800, 4/10 SITREP).

o Per JAIF 0600 JST 10 April, RPV pressure (A) -0.020MPaG, (B) -0.025MPaG;
water level -1.45 meters below the top of the fuel rods; containment vessel
pressure 0.095MPaabs; SFP temperature is 48°C. (1800, 4/10 SITREP)On March
24, the NRC estimated that Unit 2 had 33% core damage.

o Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor
o Injecting fresh water to reactor pressure vessel.

Per IAEA, as of 0000 JST 11 April, RPV temperatures:
<Bottom of reactor pressure vessel> 109'C
<Water feed nozzle> 97°C (1800, 4/10 SITREP).

o Per JAIF, 0600 JST 10 April RPV pressure (A) -0.019 MPaG, (B) -0.087 MPaG;
containment vessel pressure 0.1061 MPa absolute (abs); water level (A) -1.700
(B) -2.25 meters below the top of the fuel rods (1800, 4/10 SITREP)

o Per JAIF 0130 JST 8 April, fresh water injection to the unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool via
the Cooling and Purification Line continues.

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 3 had 33% core damage.
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o Per JAIF 1200 JST 9 April, Unit #3 SFP contains 514 elements, temperature 56
0C

o NRC EOC status update 0430 EDT freshwater sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4 reactor
o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December

for maintenance on the reactor.
o Per JAIF 0730 JST 8 April, SFP thermography was 46 'C
o Per TEPCO water spray by the concrete pump truck to Unit 4 was conducted

from 1735 to 1822 on April 5th

Vruck (50u)zi eedud(Aprid 0)
o Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 irradiated fuel assemblies, plus.204 fresh fuel

assemblies. The fresh ones are stacked close together and represent a risk of a
low-power criticality, although we have no evidence of a criticality at this time.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor
o Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA as of NISA March 30: Reactor pressure 0.108 MPa abs, reactor water

level 2.161 m-above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.90C
Pr JAII, of 100 .ST 9 ril, the SFP Aater tem4)wa 381

o Unit #5 SEP contains 946 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
o Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA as of 06:00 March 31: Reactor pressure 0.104 MPa, Reactor water

temp 32.6°C, reactor water level 1.703 m above the top of the fuel rods.
o Per JAIF, as of 1400 JST 8 April, SFP water temp was 30.5°C
o Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
o JAIF reports that, as of 0300 EDT April 1, "Steam-like substance" rose

intermittently from the reactor building at Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 - spent fuel pools
suspected source. Injecting and/or spraying water to the spent fuel pool has been
conducted.

o Japanese authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered
by water. The IAEA reported on April 4, 2011, that the Common Spent Fuel
Pool temperature was 32 'C at 23:10 UTC on 2 April.

o As of 1900 on March 30, approximately 130 tons of water in total has been
injected to the spent fuel storage pool. (FEPC)

* Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o At 10:00AM on March 18, it was confirmed that there was no damage by visual

checking of external appearance.

Sources include:
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Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:
http://www.iaif.or.ip/english/

http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/index-e.html
http://nei.cachefly.net/newsandevents/information-on-the-iapanese-earth(Iuake-and-
reactors-in-that-region/
http://www.iaea.org/
http://www.mext.go.ip/enplish/
https://iportalwc.doe.gov/
http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/en2lish/
http://www.fepc.or.op/enplish/
http://en2lish.kyodonews.ip/
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/nhkworld/

Other Information

UPDATE ON USG COORDINATION

" Per Tilden email of 4/10 11:13am, technical points of contact have been
established for the four-person Talon system/cameras team that will be deployed
in the coming days. (1800 4/1 0 SITREP)

" We now have a formal request for the INL team to deploy to AIST in Tsukuba
City by the end of next week. My understanding from John Kelly yesterday is that
NE supports and will approve submitted foreign travel requests. Tilden email to
PWG, 1151 4/9 authorizes direct contact between INL and METI/NISA/TEPCO
personnel (w Embassy and NE key personnel cc'd) for the purposes of developing
the nature of training and assistance, as well as tentative length of stay and travel
logistics. At this time, HQ has not authorized this team to enter within the
evacuated zone around the Fukushima Daiichi NPP. (1800 4/9 SITREP)

" Secretary of State Clinton tentatively visiting Japan on April 18, 2011, per NRC
report of 4/9 0430, (0600 4/9 SITREP)

" Bilateral Coordination:
o Continued planning and coordination to deliver HPGe detectors:

* First two detectors will be loaned to:
" National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) for drinking

water analysis
" Ministry and Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF)

for soil sample analysis
" Current plan is to deliver HPGe's, conduct training, and assist with

setup at the GOJ locations
OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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* Additional HPGe detectors are scheduled to be delivered on I I
April

o Obtained approval for Unattended Early Warning System deployment
from Cabinet Office

" Coordinating deployment logistics with USFJ and JSDF
" Working to define notification thresholds and process in the event

of a detection (1800 4/10 SITREP)

Nuclear Incident Team:
o Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to

CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH
o Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel

Media Reports

"One Month Since Disaster Hits Nuclear Plant" One month after the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear plant was crippled by the quake and tsunami that devastated Japan's
northeastern coast, the plant's operator is still struggling to regain control. Tokyo Electric
Power Company has been striving to restore reactor cooling systems since the March
11 th disaster knocked out electricity at the plant. The power station continues to release
radioactive substances into the air and sea. Heavily contaminated water in turbine
buildings and a concrete tunnel has been hampering restoration efforts and preventing
workers from even inspecting the pumping systems. On Sunday, TEPCO began
removing debris from the plant using unmanned heavy machinery. It plans to start
moving highly radioactive water from the concrete tunnel to another storage facility on
Monday. At a news conference on Sunday, TEPCO said it is studying using air instead
of seawater for cooling. It said cooling the reactors' containment vessels with water is
also under consideration. But a TEPCO executive said that at this point, the company is
still examining viable options and cannot say when it will be able to achieve stable
cooling and control the radiation.
Monday, April 11, 2011 10:22 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/l I 12.html (0600 4/11 SITREP)

"Fukushima prefecture to measure radiation levels" Fukushima Prefecture has
decided to measure radiation levels at 2,700 locations and disclose the data amid growing
concern about radioactive contamination. Many residents have demanded information on
the radiation levels in their communities following the radiation leaks from the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant. Fukushima Prefecture and the government's disaster
task force will measure radiation levels at 2,700 locations in 55 municipalities, except for
those within a 20-kilometer radius of the power plant. The levels of radioactive iodine
and cesium in soil will be analyzed in some areas. Seventy prefectural employees will
carry out the work between Tuesday and Friday, and will disclose the results to residents.
Sunday, April 10, 2011 18:35 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/l 0 20.html (0600 4/11 SITREP)
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"Expanded evacuation considered" The Japanese government is considering expanding
its current 20-kilometer evacuation radius around the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant, taking into account the risks of long-term accumulated radiation exposure. Chief
Cabinet Secretary Yukio tdanio- said on Monday that the g6vernment may advise
residents in areas between 20 and 30 kilometers from the plant to evacuate, based on
accumulated radiation exposure levels. Currently such residents have been advised to
remain indoors. Edano also said the government is considering advising residents to
evacuate even from areas outside the zone where cumulative radiation exposure risks are
higher. He said the possibility that the situation at the plant will worsen cannot be ruled
out. Jitate Village in Fukushima Prefecture could be the target of the evacuation
instruction, because high levels of accumulated radiation have been recorded in some
areas there. Most of litate lies farther than 30 kilometers from the power plant. Jitate
Mayor Norio Kanno told NHK that the village learned on Sunday that the government
may put the entire village under an evacuation instruction for a certain period of time. He
said he is opposed to designating the entire village as an evacuation zone, because
radiation levels in parts of the village remain low. But he said the government is unlikely
to listen to him. He added that he wants to remain in the village and deal with the
disaster's aftermath.
Monday, April 11, 2011 14:05 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/l I 19.html (0600 4/11 SITREP)

"Radioactive water disposal delayed" Work to dispose of highly radioactive water at
the crippled Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant is not proceeding smoothly as more
time is needed for preparations. Heavily contaminated water in turbine buildings and a
concrete tunnel is hampering work to restore cooling functions in the troubled reactors.
The total amount of water in question is estimated at more than 50,000 tons. The plant's
operator, Tokyo Electric Power Company, plans to transfer the highly radioactive water
to a nuclear waste processing facility and turbine condensers. The utility firm is now
working to lay hoses between the turbine buildings and the facility. Holes have already
been bored in the walls of the buildings, but work to install the hoses has yet to begin.
NHK news. Monday, April 11,2011 1521 JST

"Progress slow in restoring Fukushima plant amid pools of toxic water" Japan has
shown slow progress in containing the crisis at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant in the month since it was hit by a killer earthquake and tsunami, with the focus
Monday remaining on removing highly radioactive water that is hampering restoration
efforts. Plant operator Tokyo Electric Power Co. is set to start pumping out some 700
tons of highly polluted water from an underground trench to a nearby storage area it
secured in the No. 2 reactor turbine building, and the nuclear regulatory agency said in
the morning that it had permitted the move after confirming the safety of the plan. Water
containing radioactive substances has been found in the basements of the Nos. I to 3
reactor turbine buildings, as well as in tunnel-like trenches connected to them.
Transferring the water, totaling some 60,000 tons, to nearby tanks and other places is
seen as vital to move ahead with work to restore the damaged key cooling functions of
the reactors. To make room to store part of the 60,000 tons of the polluted water, TEPCO
has dumped into the Pacific Ocean relatively less-contaminated water from a facility for
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nuclear waste disposal in the plant. The nuclear agency said that a total of 9,070 tons of
liquid has been disposed of into the sea since April 4, in addition to about 1,300 tons of
contaminated groundwater from near the No. 5 and No. 6 reactors. Hidehiko Nishiyama,
a spokesman for the Nuclear ainid Industrial Safety Agency, 'Said TEPCO is expected to
finish checking whether there is water left to discharge, and that he wants to make sure
that local communities and other countries would be properly notified about the end of
the work as the move has sparked concerns in and around Japan. Once workers finish
dumping the lower-level contaminated water, they can go on with the work to transfer the
highly polluted water filling up the No. 2 reactor turbine building to the nuclear waste
disposal facility, which can accommodate 30,000 tons of liquid. As for the water to be
pumped out Monday from the underground trench, it would be stored in a 3,000-ton
capacity "condenser" inside the No. 2 reactor turbine building, a space where in normal
operations steam created from the reactor is converted into water. The water inside the
basement of the No. 2 reactor turbine building and the trench connected to it is highly
contaminated, and is believed to originate from the No. 2 reactor core, where fuel rods
have partially melted. The nuclear safety agency has asked the firm to check issues such
as whether the condenser is sound enough to store such highly polluted liquid. On
Monday, TEPCO also continued to inject nitrogen, an inert gas, into the No. 1 reactor to
reduce the potential risks of hydrogen explosion, while continuing work to install
enclosing materials in the sea to prevent a further spread of highly radioactive water that
had already seeped from the plant. The leakage was plugged last week.
http://english.kyodonews.jp/news/2011/04/84522.html (0600 4/11 SITREP)

"Management of water continues to be a top priority at Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant" TEPCO has begun to install steel sheets and
a silt barrier at the intake structure for reactor 2 to prevent further spreading of
radioactive water that is leaking from the power plant, Kyodo news service has reported.
Plans are under way to install similar barriers at other locations near the plant in an effort
to contain contaminated water within the plant's bay. Last week, TEPCO used a sealant to
block a leak from a concrete enclosure near reactor 2. Meanwhile, 60,000 tons of
contaminated water must be removed from the reactor 1, 2, and 3 turbine buildings and
nearby underground enclosures, the International Atomic Energy Agency reported. The
water will be pumped into the condensers of each reactor and into a radioactive water
storage tank. TEPCO made room in the tank by discharging low-level radioactive water
into the Pacific Ocean. TEPCO also has ordered temporary storage tanks for the site.
Injection of cooling water into reactors 1,2 and 3 continues. Workers are spraying water
into the spent fuel pools for reactors 1-4 as needed. TEPCO also continues to inject
nitrogen gas into the primary containment of reactor 1. The nitrogen will prevent possible
ignition of hydrogen that may be accumulating in the containment. The utility is now
using remote-controlled bulldozers and power shovels to remove radioactive rubble from
around the plant. Operators are using cameras on the equipment and elsewhere on the site
to control the equipment from hundreds of yards away. The rubble will be stored at the
plant site. The Japan education ministry is expected this week to release radiation
exposure safety guidelines for school children in areas outside the evacuation zone
surrounding the power plant, the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum reported. The guidelines
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will require schools to suspend classes, stop outdoor lessons, or ensure students wear face
masks if radiation surpasses certain levels.
http://nei.cachefly.net/newsandevents/informationronrthe-Jipanese-earthquake-and-
reactors-in-that-region/ (0600 4/11 SITREP)

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule

April 11:
Tim Evans
Bob Boudreau

Regina Carter
Rich Reister

April 12:
Casey Ruberg

Chris Mehan

0400-0800

1600-2000

0400-0800

1600-2000
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

LIA06 Hoc
Monday, April 11, 2011 11:20 AM
LIA08 Hoc
FW: Japan Earthquake 11 April 2011 0600 EDT Situation Report
Japan Earthquake Response 04112011 0600.pdf; SITREP APR11 0600.doc

Liaison Team Director
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Operations Center

----- Original Message -----
From: Wiggins, Jim

Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 11:19 AM
To: LIA06 Hoc

Cc: Sheron, Brian; Dyer, Jim
Subject: FW: Japan Earthquake 11 April 2011 0600 EDT Situation Report

Plz answer Brian's question.

----- Original Message -----
From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 8:33 AM
To: Wiggins, Jim
Subject: FW: Japan Earthquake 11 April 2011 0600 EDT Situation Report

Does the IRC get these from DOE?

----- Original Message -----
From:I (b)(6)

Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 6:31 AM
To:1

"liz
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

1

PC gl S 'I,-



(b)(6)

Cc[()6 Adams, Ian; Adamson, Paul; Al Bouty; Alldridge, David; Allen, George; Aragon, Antonio; Black, Steven K. (IN)

(I I- Calbos, Philip; Ciganer, Patrick; Connery, Joyce; Deeney, Chris; Durbin, Karyn; Elkind, Jonathan; FBI; Fremont,
Douglas; Freshwater, David; Golub, Sal; Goodrum, Steve; Hanrahan, Robert; Harrington, Anne; Heinrich, Ann; Higgins,

PauI(LAB) (IN); Huizenga, David; Jackson, Todd; Johnson, Shane; Kelly, John E (NE); Kreykes, Jon (IN); Krol, Joseph;

LaVera, Damien; LeChien, Keith; Lee Harvis; Looney, Heather; Lyons, Peter; Miller, Neile; Miotla, Dennis; Mueller,
Stephanie; Mustin, Tracy; NACCC; (b)(6) Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip; O'Connor, Tom

(NE-HQ); Owens, Missy; Pavetto, Carl; PRLH Navy; PWG; Rasar, Kimberly; Reynolds, Tom; Shrum, Scott; Smith-Kevern,
Rebecca; Sunshine, Alexander; Thompson, Michael; Tilden, Jay; Underwood, Jefferson; USFJ; Visosky, Mark; White,

William; Whitney, Mark; Willis, Sandra; Wright, Rasheem

Subject: Japan Earthquake 11 April 2011 0600 EDT Situation Report

Please find attached the latest DOE SITREP regarding the ongoing earthquake and tsunami response in Japan.

This information is provided for your internal use and should be shared only with those who have a need to know.

Nuclear Incident Team (NIT)

Office of Emergency Response (NA-42)

National Nuclear Security Administration U.S. Department of Energy
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY SITUATION REPORT
Earthquake & Tsunami in Japan

11 April 2011
1800 (EDT) UPDATE

Y(elowxhi•h•n ihnted texi• indaw supates tto thi:sversion. Older items will be deleted as
necessary to minimize the size of this report and facilitate quick reading.

Note. Beginning with the 1800 March 31 SITREP, each entry is labeled with the time
and date of the latest SITREP that updated the information. Paragraphs with no
indicated time were prepared prior to the 1800 March 31 SITREP and were included as
the latest information available. Less frequent information updates are available from
Japanese agencies. (0600, 4/2 SITREP)

(NOTE: JST = EDT + 13 hours; EDT = GMT/UTC - 4 hours).

POWER PLANT UPDATE AND OTHER NUCLEAR ISSUES

The. IAEA confimned a 6.6 magnitude earthquake (downgratded from initil reorts f 7.1
magnitude) on April 11I at 17'16 JS T.The epicenter was 68jc kron ftli the ii ishima
Dauichi nuclear powe~r plant (37.1ht-egrs North, 140.48 de,_c E~ast, 13. 1l k-deep)
Initially, the nuiclear pln otpwrndac neto pumips for ~t ýns1, ' andi~ Istopped. NISKcn thatpoweT was tored and water resumd

minutes after earthquake. n areportfrTEPCONISA coniried thatno
chanOes wconfir ed itheatdigsihag a tow-litev radioation aonitoring posts.h (w s
4/1l 'SITREP)

i~rFK,-i-aaeeoeietepno t curirent~20-kilýoineter %vaciiatIonI Zone
around the Fukushlima DoFuhimh nuclear Poowrer antndue to the saisks of longfterinradiatdion

expos14 reo The expandp d zone. includes Kotwura dioagc, Nie Town, d htared Vrlateand
some1 parts of Kawviamta'Fown and Minami Soma &City'. Residents do not have to
evacualte irni ledilately. People in the areas betwyee~n20 and 30 kilometei- rs ll fthC T11W
are now a'akcd to s4a indoors, or voutrl vcae eiet in other are~as oftlic 30-
1 ilomeitci zonc wyill be~ask-ed to prepare for'an orme# 4~ecy evactation. (1800 4/11

TEPCO has confirmed that discharge of low-level radioactive water in the waste
processing facility of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant into the sea was finished at
1740 JST on 10 April. Total amount of low-level radioactive water discharged from the
plant is about 10,390 tons and total radioactivity released through the discharge is about
150 billion bq. Contact: International Nuclear Energy Cooperation Division, Tel 03-
5501-8227. (0600 4/11 SITREP)
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Per Kyodo NewsTEPCO plans to pump 700 tons'of hoghly contaminated water from the
Number 2. reactor at the Fukushifria Dajich nuaclear pow.er planit were furthedladdu

to Monday's 6.6 earthquake. The work was already delayed due to a leak found in the
hose that would be usedto tranisfer thie ontaiminated waterfrom an underground trench
to a caby storage area in the Numrb twoieactor turbine building. NISA announced
that the pumping wo'uld be put off until at least Tuesday. (1800 4/1 1~ S-ITREP),

TEPCO tried to enclose a seawater intake for the No. 2 reactor at the six-reactor plant
with seven steel sheets and a "silt curtain," while planning similar curtains at other
locations nearby, such as near the intakes for the Nos. 1, 3 and 4 reactors. (1800.4/9

SITRE Acordig to a NISA press release issued as of 1 5Q00on 4/11, the silt fencesto
prevent contaminated water from being scattered were double installed at all appropriate
sections of the seawyall on the south side ofthe nuclear powerplant. (18004/11
SJTREP)

Per NHK, TEPCO began using unmanned heavy equipment to remove radioactive
rubble. Hydrogen explosions blew off the ceilings and walls of the Number I and
Number 3 reactor buildings. The debris is emitting hundreds of millisieverts of radiation
per hour in some places, hindering the restoration work. The utility started using remote-
controlled power shovels and bulldozers to remove the rubble on Sunday afternoon.
(1800 4/10 SITREP)

Other Nuclear Facilities

Per the IAEA, external power was not affected by the I It" AprIl earthquiake. ~NISA
confirmed that no. changes were~ observed at the on-site radiation monitoring postsý. (1800
4/Il SITREP)

Per the IAEA, external power has been restored at all sites affected by the 7 th April
earthquake. The 3 liters of water that were spilled at Onagawa NPP have been cleaned
up. (1800 4/10 SITREP)

Update on Reactor Containment Vessels:

Per IAEA, nitrogen gas is continuing to be injected into the containment vessel and
pressure in the CV is rising (1800 4/10 SITREP) Per Kydo News, the April 11I'h
earthquake temporarily suspendedtdhe operation to inject nitrogen gas into the I
reactor to reduce t otenl rsks of.hydrogen oexplosion( (o800 gs4/1 tITeS

Updates on Cooling Efforts and Cooling Water Management:

Per IAEA, Cooling efforts at the FukLIsima Daiichi nuclear power plant were haltd for
50 minutes following a 6.6 magnitude earthquake on 4/11i. All activities have since
resumed. (1804/. 11 SITREP)

Radiation Detection Updates:

urrIi~iAL USL UINLY
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Per JAIF 1600 JST Apr 11, radiation level: 0.60 mSv/h at the south side of the office
building, 36ptSv/h at the West gate, 831tSv/h at the Main gate. (0600 4/11 SITREP)

(Official Use Only) Field Measurements Update (slV800 4/IT STREP):

Recent events of past 24 hours:
" Over 131,000 total field measurements taken by DOE, DoD, and GOJ fixed

stations and deployed teams
" Modeling and Assessment

o Continued to normalize models to field measurements, assess time
correlated deposition, and correlate dose rate measurements to actual
weather patterns

o 1St year dose estimate plot based upon AMS measurements & NRC source
term

" Field Monitoring
o Aerial Monitoring (coordinated with MEXT)

in. M$S UH-1: Crrentlyground ed dueto wcthcr, iA'vced the
coastal ae•s 6 milesmnorth of Fukushimaa Dajchl plant to the north
60 km line

AMISC- 12: Condiict surveys bewe he 30 kmn and 60 kmn line
Noliliwe 'st of Fiuk_ l.hiin Da~ iicli pl~ant

o Ground Monitoring
" Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy

Resident Towers, Yokota AB
" GOJ approval for deployment of the Early Warning Array has been

received and emplacement may begin April 11
o One team conducted 4-6 gamma in-situ spectrum focusing on the east

side of the survey area
o A second team drove an RSI single detector that had been calibrated for

exposure rate.
o Continued monitoring activities at US Embassy Japan, Embassy Resident

Towers, Yokota AB
o GOJ approval for deployment of the Early Warning Array has been

received and emplacement may begin 11 Apr 11
* Sampling and Lab Analysis

o Conducting analysis of US soil sample shipped to LANL; results expected
12 Apr _

o, ~pas~sbi sanp~sJshped 'to Savannah River Site
" Medical Consultation

o REAC/TS answered a medical RFI from Hong Kong

Aerial and Ground Monitoring Assessment
* First-Year Dose Estimate Commencing March 16, 2011. Map now available

based on 10 fixed-wing aerial surveys (March 19 to April 4). Map shows area
OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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with greater than 2000 mrem estimated first year dose extending approx. 50 km to
northwest of Fukushima Daiichi plant. Detailed analysis of samples (underway)
may permit refinement of radionuclide mix and the map.

" An assessment of measurements gathered through 8 April continues to show:
o Radiation levels consistently below actionable levels for evacuation or

relocation outside of 25 miles
o Radiological material has not deposited in significant quantities since 19

March
* An assessment of measurements gathered at US military installations in the

Tokyo area will continue although no increases in deposited radiation are
anticipated

Planned operations over the next 24 hours:
* Field Monitoring

o Aerial Monitorin" (7 12ý ,\d m ralH ale y requested m ission to+su 5:eyl thepropo 'secd

North and So ..th 6.arn Tzone findiie TheC12 will fly fr.r..... •'.,it
west to th..c.as..th•n cotnuenorthen will flyftromit(%%st
coast, tiast to Snlendai

" UHI Conduct ssrveysotfaestern area along 60 kno -li1ne
between Koriyama and Fiiicushina.

o Ground Monitoring
aOne ground truth team~ tsing a high pre~ssuire ion chamber will

surv~ey the test line belowIKoiiyarna and to the flight area of the;
UHi1

0 Continue monitoring activities at the US Embassy Japan, Embassy
Resident Towers in Tokyo, Yokota AB

8 Continuing work to implement the Early Warning Array
*Sampling and Lab Analysis

o Preparing to transport approximately 89 Japanese samples to Savannah
River Site for Strontium analysis

Updates by Reactor Unit (updated each SITREP)

Fukushima Daiicbi Unit 1 reactor

"' uTota I aiotnt of injected nitrogn wasp about 3,000 m3 at 5:00 pmn, Apr~il_ 1.
Dywel1 Pr~essure is 199.0 k~(abs) at 8:00 pin. (TEPCO) (1800, 4/11 SITRE~P)

o" There was an earthquake at 5 6. FEplccnter ýas Hariadori Region (ea
Fukushirna Dalichi and Dainii N!S ar-ea)- and~ Richtersýcale mnagniut~dewas 7 1
Due to this eartquaehydrogen) (NOTFýEI th ink they ineanu nitrogen) injecti~on
pumps stopped.Werechcking tcsiu fewici.(EC)(.0,41
SIT1-l--P) ~ i~~no ~-l~ean

oWhen es~itd nltro9yni-cinonAr )% a~" nnod c!dthat wve ,would
continue **jclnuti bu ý kPa (1 00 kPa, abov e the orgnlpesuead
it wouild take 6 days Howvr; drywetjlpressire has been sta.ble at aboui4190-195

CY1717r1!AT T I 0, (M'T V
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kPat We assuiethere Irh1httbe so leakage path from the PCYcaind uis(f
the 1 drywCl1 pressure does, ndot aircrac as plannd Conlslienrgi,'ydrogenI
and ogngeneraionby water radiolysis, we d(: InIJ tI tIt1.
gaIjs .ction toP(V (TEPCO) (I8S a 4, s 1 1I

N:trgen gas••njec'ton using temporall nitrogen generator. is.pfa.n.d.to an i.ia.
pressure of i 0)0 KPia about 6,000 m3, 1

SIAtA030, ap on April 6th, the opresration strisind (SisntChonfiguration, lak

"bAth Ih3amne on Apinrluth,injection was initiated st sitibnsterators At
2):58 11,-1( am 11i hito gengenerator was added.
The pressmure of.D/W before te winjecti pofpeitro t S2TiEion

Aeoil7tth)was 156.3kPaabs. At 1:00 pme onro Apri 8thnm en pressure
was increased to 18 8kPaabs.

;1 8'1 i ' )''s

SP W aterihJction stopped for aboutm50 minutes due to aftershock. 4 q/iJtF y
ioin Marh fresh NRtesr.

Reactor vressuel C vessel tmiperature: 4/1 12:00 pmn
ater feed niozzle>n220.8C

Perushottom of eiactorpres vessel> I I9.9C (1800, 4/11 SEljEP)
o PrIAEA, as of 0000 JST, 10 April, pressure is rising in the RPV as indicated on

both channels of instrumentation. NISA has indicated that some instruments in
the RPV may not, be. working properly. (1800, 4/10 SITREP)

oWaer.JA. F at 0600 JST I" April, reactor parameters are: RPVtpressuren chaiie
(,A) 0.410 M-PaG steady from April 9, chainnel(B) 0.873,sMPaG.;xwatier er(A) -

1.6 (H -. 65metrsbelow th o fthe fuel rods; containm~ent vessel pressure

4~•~-i. a nter• t~tpo

0. 95 "MP~iabsol ute. (1 800, 4/11I SITREP)
..Per JAI IFpril 0at 09301 Stransfer ofwater fromte mainconaednser to.the
Q'S'FcoiQ~pp~etd.(1~800,4/11 SITREP)

o SFP water spray periodic from concrete pump truck (1600 4/11 JAWF)
o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit I had 70% core damage.
o The reactor vessel and primary containment are intact.
o Unit #1 contains 292 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2 reactor
9' W'trijcin3tpe o about 50 minutes due to afteshock.,Currently

injciiq, gfresi wter
SReactor pressure vessef temperature: 4/11 12:00 pm
u--Aiter feed nozzlc> 154.8C (TEPCO) (1800, /11I SETREP)

oPer JAIF 0600 JST I I April, RPV pressure (A) -0.025M~G R 09%I'6
water level -1.50 meter below the top ~of theiue ros, coMtaGrrnn vessel9PA

pressure O.O90M1~aabs; SFP tem~perature is 71 .0'C. (1800, 4/11 SITREP)
c) PerJAIF, Apr~il 9 at v1310O JST, transfer of wvater froin the main cpndenser~ to the

CS~T :oi np leted. (1800, 4/11 SITREP)
o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 2 had 33% core damage.
o Unit#2 SFP contains 587 elements.

* Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3 reactor

--- 0FFCIAL-USEONLY-
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o PerA injection to th unit 3 dpCenet Ful Poovi
injecting fresh water.

o Reactor pressthe NRCesetim tedthraturen 4/ h 3I1 2:00orpm
" Bottom of reactor pressure vecssel> I1 1.0LC. (TEPCO) (1800, 4/l11

SETRF F) MG'B~.~ ~
o Per JAIF, 0600 JST 1 April R PV Prconan 5 ment, Remp prssr 1 atur

containment vessel pdaessur 0.310 MPa absolEter(bs); wayter level (vA) 10 p on(B)
-2.25meters below the lop of the i'il rods (100, 4/li1 SITRE.P)

o Per JAIF 0.130 JST 8 April, fresh water injection to the unit 3 Spent Fuel Pool via
the Cooling and Purification Line continues.

o On March 24, the NRC estimated that Unit 3 had 33% core damage.
o Per JAIF 1200 JST 9 April, Unit #3 SFeP contains 514 elements, temperature 56

0C
o NRC EOC status update 0430 EDT freshwater sprayed via concrete pump on 4/8

a Fukushima Dalichi Unit 4 reactor
o Unit 4 is shutdown with the core removed to the spent fuel pool in December

for maintenance on the reactor.
o Per JAIF 0730 JST 8 April, SEP thermography was 46 'C
o Per TEPCO water spray by the concrete pump truck to Unit 4 was conducted

from 1735 to 1822 on April 5th
o Per TEPCO, freshwater spray to the Spent Fuel Pool using Concrete Pump

Truck (50t/h) as needed (April 9)
o Unit #4 SFP contains 1331 irradiated fuel assemblies, plus 204 fresh fuel

assemblies. The fresh ones are stacked close together and represent a risk of a
low-power criticality, although we have no evidence of a criticality at this time.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 5 reactor

o Unit 5 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.

o Per NISA as of NISA March 30: Reactor pressure 0.108 MPa abs, reactor water
level 2.161 m above the top of the fuel rods, reactor water temperature is 29.9'C

o Pei JAIF, as of 0700 JST t IAjpxi 1, h SPwte e 3. 1` (Ž9,! 41~1
....E3_

o Unit #5 SFP contains 946 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Unit 6 reactor
o Unit 6 was in a refueling outage at the time of the earthquake.
o Per NISA as of 06:00 March 31: Reactor pressure 0.104 MPa, Reactor water

temp 32.6°C, reactor water level 1.703 m above the top of the fuel rods.
oPer JAIF, Li l1'700JST I I SFP water tetp%,a 30((10,41

SITREP)
o, Unit #6 SFP contains 876 elements.

Fukushima Daiichi Common Spent Fuel Pool
0 JAIF reports that, as of 0300 EDT April 1, "Steam-like substance" rose

intermittently from the reactor building at Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 - spent fuel pools

OFFICIAL U ISE ONLY
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suspected source. Injecting and/or spraying water to the spent fuel pool has been
conducted.

o Japanese authorities have confirmed that fuel assemblies there are fully covered
by water. The IAEA reported on April 4, 2011, that the Common Spent Fuel
Pool temperature was 32 'C at 23:10 UTC on 2 April.

o As of 1900 on March 30, approximately 130 tons of water in total has been
injected to the spent fuel storage pool. (FEPC)

Fukushima Daiichi Dry Cask Storage Building
o At 10:00AM on March 18, it was confirmed that there was no damage by visual

checking of external appearance.

Sources include:
Federation of Electric Power Companies of Japan
Nuclear Industrial Safety Agency
Links:
http://www.iaif.or.ip/english/
http://www.tepco.co.ip/en/index-e.html
http://nei.cachefly.net/newsandevents/information-on-the-iapanese-earthq uake-and-
reactors-in-that-region/
http://www.iaea.org/
http://www.mext.go.ip/english/

https://iportalwc.d oe.gov/
http://www.nisa.meti.go.ip/enllish/
http://www.fepc.or.ip/english/
http://enelish.kvodonews.ip/
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/nhkworld/

Other Information

UPDATE ON USG COORDINATION

* er fosofo and ag] ouperson
Talon s'steriL/cameras teatl that is expectcd i Japani 6 y die end of tie week.
TEPC n annouaced that the quetfrang weiNL take ptacn Tdp uhy a t aoAtSoin Tsukub

frmTokyo by train. Yagi requecsted nformationl oil the radi'o used 1by Talon. It
isncsayt e emsli from the Ministry of Iriei-al Affairs atid
Comunicationsi to irs-fic fa~ioi waves thatare .S. spcciflc. In addition;,
friequnybanid resdu0Lrcesat the Fukushima site are controlicd In order toavoid
jinterference beii'eeriradio- controlled equi pmit.(*1800 4/10SITRER)

* We now have a formal request for the INL team to deploy to AIST in Tsukuba
City by the end of next week. My understanding from John Kelly yesterday is that
NE supports and will approve submitted foreign travel requests. Tilden email to

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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PWG, 1151 4/9 authorizes direct contact between INL and METIJNISAiTEPCO
personnel (w Embassy and NE key personnel cc'd) for the purposes of developing
the nature of training and assistance, as well as tentative length of stay and travel
logistics. At this time, HQ has not authorized this team to enter within the
evacuated zone around the Fukushima Daiichi NPP. (1800 4/9 SITREP)

* Secretary of State Clinton tentatively visiting Japan on April 18, 2011, per NRC
report of 4/9 0430, (0600 4/9 SITREP)

" Bilateral Coordination:
o Continued planning and coordination to deliver HPGe detectors:

First two detectors will be loaned to:

* National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) for drinking
water analysis

* Ministry and Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (MAFF)
for soil sample analysis

* Current plan is to deliver HPGe's, conduct training, and assist with
setup at the GOJ locations
NRL HPGi's irrl% ed -1l es expectedto be completed
o i/about ,5 April (1800 4/11 SITREP)

" Obtained approval for Unattended Early Warning System deployment
from Cabinet Office

" Coordinating deployment logistics with USFJ and JSDF
" Working to define notification thresholds and process in the event

of a detection (1800 4/10 SITREP)

" Nuclear Incident Team:
o Provided ground monitoring and aerial measuring data spreadsheets to

CDC, FDA, HHS, USDA, EPA, NRC, DHS, NR, DIA, NCMI, and WH
o Continued coordination of rotation for deployed personnel

Media Reports

"iJapan may raise nuke accidents rity l igestfromi .....
Safety Commissio o epaneleas i a calculationh onaa ayingy e

cr ocivppled u-siinas paihl uclapln soiid beeni releasing up to 10,000 t~bcrque~~rcl~s,
of'~dl~itlv- atciakpe hor t smepoint after amassive;4iiake and tsýmnu hiht

northeastern Japan onl March) 11. ~Tle di e prompted the goverin~ieit tto consider
raising the accldent's severity levl to 7,e the worst onan international s me; iAro thie
current 5, govn!mrent. sourceLssaid. Theee 7 on the internatio•nal Nuleaýr'e]ntSca]
has, only been a.ppled to the 1986 hei catastrophe. The current pro
evaluation of 5 is at the. sam'e levelas the Threce Mile Islan d accident lin the Uniie4 States
in 1979.
WuesdayApnl 122011.

oo stm104/842. tnl (1800 4m11 STREP)

-- AL US'E-ONL-Y8
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"Water Injection to Troubled Reactors Tempnorarily Stops in MNon Quake"'A strong
earthquake on Monday was the latestsettback in month long effortso contain th•inuclear
crisis at the Fukushima Danichi nuclear plant. The injection of coolant water into Units l,
2, and< ')vwas halted for 50 due to loss of power following the quake. The government's
nuclear afecy agency reported thNatpower was restored and that no major safety problems
we bceblie , to have occurred. However, the latest earthquake led to further delays in
efforts to purrip highly contaminated water that is hampering restoration efforts from
reactor numer 2, as well as the suspension of6 an operation to inject nitrogen into the
number I reactor to reduce the potential risks. othdoc :poIn A NISA
spokesman provided assurances that backup vehicle-mounted power sources and extra
pumps would continue injeeing water into the reactors, even if external power sources
were lost. However, he admitted that no preparations hadtbeen for the p=ossibitity of
another tsunami en~gulfing the ~already dlamaged plant.
Monday, April 11 .20.1
lit:/lý,ll~~ocnw~inw.?110"48.ti (1800 4/11 SJJREP)

"Fukushima evacuation zone expanded" The Japanese government hias expanded its
current 20-kilomieteir'evacuation zone around the crippled Fuikuishima Dajichi nuclear
power plant due Itothe isksssociated with long-term radiation exposure. Chief Cabinet
Scretary Yu to 6 n Monday that residents in the expanded zone
lave been askedtoeevacuate within •bout a month, Edano said annual exposure in the
zone is expected to be above 20 mi~llisleverts. The worldwide average exposure fr~om the
natural environment is 2.4 millisieverts. The expandedzone includes Katsurao Village,
Nanmii 'Townitate Village and some parts of KawamataiTown and Minami Somna City.
Edano added that the government will consult with loc unicipities. Theiresdients do
not have to evacuate immediately. People in the areas betw'een 20 anid 30 kilometers
from the plant are now asked to stay indoors or voluntafily evacuiate.~ Edano said that
residents in other areas of the 30 kilometer zone will be asked to precpare for an,
emergency evacuation. He also said they will n&itý-dto e,, ýCiite on their own. Vulnerable
peoplesuch~as the hndicapped~, should be pyepared formay contingency. Edano urged
that children, pregnant womhen, nursin~g care recipients ad inpatients stay away <from the
areas, addin g that kindergart~ens, elementary and junior high~ scol ih area wyill
remain closed.
Monday, April411, 2011 20-13 +09~00 (JST)
http://ww-w3.nhk&or.in/daily/en~zlish/11I 29:htnmik(1 800 4/11 SITREP)

"Water Radiation< Levels Do'wn" The operator of the troublIed Fukushirna Dalichi
nubclear powerplanitsays radiation levels I nthe seawater near the plant have dropped.
Toy lcrcPvo opn idI dctý:cted200 becquerels of radioactive iodine-I 131

prcubic ce~ntimeter in seawater samples taýken around tewater inake of the N6.2.
reactor oni Sunpday. The figure is 5,000 times the mraximiumi allowed under government
standards,~ but mu~ch lower than the '7.5 million ~times the standard that was detected at the
same spot on Aril 2nd. On Wedn'esday of last week, the company stopped a leak of.
radioactive water~ from a concrete pit outside the No.2 reactor after pouring a hardening
agept into a layer~ of gravel around the pit. In an~other effort to, conitain the n~uclear trouble

~OFFICIAL USE-ONtY-L
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at the plant, the utility releasc L) 20 tons of reatively low-level radioactive water froi
the plant Into the Pci~fic Ocein ogde re~c~sNJo.5 and 6 bet: nMonday and
Sa L T C on. Sinda~Y detýctedIl becquerelsof iodine14 l!per

Cubic~ ~ h C([t1)trI]SampLs colce/ 3 meiýters fr6oil otltets in the northern art
ofteccomplex_ h figure wasý 12-0) tliihethe ý,.v erlcnt st,01(ad., Measiliurents at the
samei spo ~e~ 8timic) h e stIindardlas hursday.

Moda,%p~il 11, 2_0l1 2 55 ± 0900 (JS 1ý_
hft://ww3hh~orj pdalv/nidshl 1 36h (1'(800 4/11[rITRiEP)

"One Month Since Disaster Hits Nuclear Plant" One month after the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear plant was crippled by the quake and tsunami that devastated Japan's
northeastern coast, the plant's operator is still struggling to regain control. Tokyo Electric
Power Company has been striving to restore reactor cooling systems since the March
11 th disaster knocked out electricity at the plant. The power station continues to release
radioactive substances into the air and sea. Heavily contaminated water in turbine
buildings and a concrete tunnel has been hampering restoration efforts and preventing
workers from even inspecting the pumping systems. On Sunday, TEPCO began
removing debris from the plant using unmanned heavy machinery. It plans to start
moving highly radioactive water from the concrete tunnel to another storage facility on
Monday. At a news conference on Sunday, TEPCO said it is studying using air instead
of seawater for cooling. It said cooling the reactors' containment vessels with water is
also under consideration. But a TEPCO executive said that at this point, the company is
still examining viable options and cannot say when it will be able to achieve stable
cooling and control the radiation.
Monday, April 11,2011 10:22 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/l I 12.html (0600 4/11 SITREP)

"Fukushima prefecture to measure radiation levels" Fukushima Prefecture has
decided to measure radiation levels at 2,700 locations and disclose the data amid growing
concern about radioactive contamination. Many residents have demanded information on
the radiation levels in their communities following the radiation leaks from the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant. Fukushima Prefecture and the government's disaster
task force will measure radiation levels at 2,700 locations in 55 municipalities, except for
those within a 20-kilometer radius of the power plant. The levels of radioactive iodine
and cesium in soil will be analyzed in some areas. Seventy prefectural employees will
carry out the work between Tuesday and Friday, and will disclose the results to residents.
Sunday, April 10, 2011 18:35 +0900 (JST)
http://www3.nhk.or.ip/daily/english/1O 20.html (0600 4/11 SITREP)

"Progress slow in restoring Fukushima plant amid pools of toxic water" Japan has
shown slow progress in containing the crisis at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant in the month since it was hit by a killer earthquake and tsunami, with the focus
Monday remaining on removing highly radioactive water that is hampering restoration
efforts. Plant operator Tokyo Electric Power Co. is set to start pumping out some 700
tons of highly polluted water from an underground trench to a nearby storage area it
secured in the No. 2 reactor turbine building, and the nuclear regulatory agency said in
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the morning that it had permitted the move after confirming the safety of the plan. Water
containing radioactive substances has been found in the basements of the Nos. I to 3
reactor turbine buildings, as well as in tunnel-like trenches connected to them.
Transferring the water, totaling some 60,000 tons, to nearby tanks and other places is
seen as vital to move ahead with work to restore the damaged key cooling functions of
the reactors. To make room to store part of the 60,000 tons of the polluted water, TEPCO
has dumped into the Pacific Ocean relatively less-contaminated water from a facility for
nuclear waste disposal in the plant. The nuclear agency said that a total of 9,070 tons of
liquid has been disposed of into the sea since April 4, in addition to about 1,300 tons of
contaminated groundwater from near the No. 5 and No. 6 reactors. Hidehiko Nishiyama,
a spokesman for the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency, said TEPCO is expected to
finish checking whether there is water left to discharge, and that he wants to make sure
that local communities and other countries would be properly notified about the end of
the work as the move has sparked concerns in and around Japan. Once workers finish
dumping the lower-level contaminated water, they can go on with the work to transfer the
highly polluted water filling up the No. 2 reactor turbine building to the nuclear waste
disposal facility, which can accommodate 30,000 tons of liquid. As for the water to be
pumped out Monday from the underground trench, it would be stored in a 3,000-ton
capacity "condenser" inside the No. 2 reactor turbine building, a space where in normal
operations steam created from the reactor is converted into water. The water inside the
basement of the No. 2 reactor turbine building and the trench connected to it is highly
contaminated, and is believed to originate from the No. 2 reactor core, where fuel rods
have partially melted. The nuclear safety agency has asked the firm to check issues such
as whether the condenser is sound enough to store such highly polluted liquid. On
Monday, TEPCO also continued to inject nitrogen, an inert gas, into the No. I reactor to
reduce the potential risks of hydrogen explosion, while continuing work to install
enclosing materials in the sea to prevent a further spread of highly radioactive water that
had already seeped from the plant. The leakage was plugged last week.
http://english.kyodonews.jp/news/2011/04/84522.html (0600 4/11 SITREP)

"Management of water continues to be a top priority at Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant" TEPCO has begun to install steel sheets and
a silt barrier at the intake structure for reactor 2 to prevent further spreading of
radioactive water that is leaking from the power plant, Kyodo news service has reported.
Plans are under way to install similar barriers at other locations near the plant in an effort
to contain contaminated water within the plant's bay. Last week, TEPCO used a sealant to
block a leak from a concrete enclosure near reactor 2. Meanwhile, 60,000 tons of
contaminated water must be removed from the reactor 1, 2, and 3 turbine buildings and
nearby underground enclosures, the International Atomic Energy Agency reported. The
water will be pumped into the condensers of each reactor and into a radioactive water
storage tank. TEPCO made room in the tank by discharging low-level radioactive water
into the Pacific Ocean. TEPCO also has ordered temporary storage tanks for the site.
Injection of cooling water into reactors 1, 2 and 3 continues. Workers are spraying water
into the spent fuel pools for reactors 1-4 as needed. TEPCO also continues to inject
nitrogen gas into the primary containment of reactor 1; The nitrogen will prevent possible
ignition of hydrogen that may be accumulating in the containment. The utility is now
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using remote-controlled bulldozers and power shovels to remove radioactive rubble from
around the plant. Operators are using cameras on the equipment and elsewhere on the site
to control the equipment from hundreds of yards away. The rubble will be stored at the
plant site. The Japan education ministry is expected this week to release radiation
exposure safety guidelines for school children in areas outside. the evacuation zone
surrounding the power plant, the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum reported. The guidelines
will require schools to suspend classes, stop outdoor lessons, or ensure students wear face
masks if radiation surpasses certain levels.
http://nei.cachefly.net/newsandevents/information-on-the-iapanese-earthquake-and-
reactors-in-that-region! (0600 4/11 SITREP)

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Nuclear Incident Team in the Emergency Operations Center

(b)(6)

Office of the Deputy Secretary 202-586-5500

Watch Schedule

April 11:
Tim Evans
Bob Boudreau

Regina Carter
Rich Reister

April 12:
Casey Ruberg
Brian Robinson

Chris Behan
Craig Welling

0400-0800

1600-2000

0400-0800

1600-2000
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